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5 - - -
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Q 1 P__B 0_C E E_D I N S_E-

2 HR. LEWIS: The meeting will now come to

3 order. This is a meeting of the Advisory Committee on-

O
4 Reactor Safeguards Subcommittee on Regulatory Policy and

5 Procedures.

6 I am Hal Lewis, subcommittee chairman. 'The

7 other members present today are Mike Bender, Jerry Ray,

8 and Forrest Remick.

9 The purpose of the meeting will be for the *

10 subcommittee to be briefed by representatives of NRC and

11 AIF regarding their views on regulatory reform and the

12 Draft Report of the NRC Regulatory Reform Task Force,

13 SECY-82-447, latei November 3, 1972. The subcommittee

14 members will also discuss the regulatory reform among

15 themselves. We will have presentations by individuals

16 from the NRC and AIF this morning, and discussions

17 concerning regulatory reform will be continued in the

18 afternoon.

19 This meeting is being conducted in accordance

20 with the provisions of the Federal Advisory Commi ttee

21 Act and the Government in the Sunshine Act.

22 Marvin Gaske is the Designated Federal

23 Employee.

O 24 The rules for participation in today's meeting

25 have been announced as part of the notice of this

O,
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3

Q 1 seatin;r praviously published in the Federal Register on

2 October 19, 1982.

3 We will now proceed with a brief discussion

O
4 among the ACRS members, followed by a presentation by

5 Mr. Tourte11otte of NRC at 8:45 a.m.

6 (Whereupon, at 8:35 am., the subcommittee

7 cecessed, to razonvena in executive session.)
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1 (Whereupon, at 8:45 a.m., the subcommittee

2 reconvened in open session.)
i ,

3 MR. LEWIS: We are on the record now.
O

; 4 Is Mr. Tourte11ette present and willing to

5 speak to us? Mr. Tourte11otte is chairman of the

6 Nuclear Regulatory Reform Task Force for the NRC, and he

7 vill tell us what they have been doing, I hope.
t

8 HR. T3URTELLOTTE: I do not know exactly where

9 you want to start, but perhaps the beginning would be a

10 good place. Actually, it started a year ago on November

11 17th. The task force was appointed oy the chairman, and

12 we were given certain instructions on what we were to

13 try to accomplish. And we were also given a schedule,

14 the schedule which has slipped somewhat, mostly because

15 of the nature of the subject we undertook to change.

16 The chairman also sent out a request to the

17 employees of the NRC for suggestions on how the overall

18 process migh t be improved. We took those employees'

19 suggestions and also suggestions that were made in the

20 various reports, post-THI reports, the Kemeny, the

I
21 Rogovin report, and along with a review of the previous

22 reports that had been made by the Commission through

23 wha t has come to be known as the Ernst Report, which was

O 24 *oae ta tae etr 7o a* ta o atoa a ==rt- aica -

25 done in 1977.

O
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(]} 1 We took all of the suggestions that were made

2 from all of the sources plus some that were developed

3 from within the task force. And there were about 110

4 suggestions. We realized. or I realized, that we had

5 very limited resocrees, in that I was the only permanent

6 full-time sember of the task force. There were six

7 other members of the task force whose time I had 20

8 percent of. We simply could not address all of those

9 matters in the limited time frame. So we selected what

10 we thought were key areas.

11 The key areas weres legislation for effecting

12 changes externally to the Commission and internally

13 administrative changes along the lines of backfitting

() 14 changes to the hearing process revision of the

15 separation of functions and ex parte rules and

16 ultimately the advising role of the Staff as a party.

17 As you may recall from earlier meetings we had

18 on legisistion in 1982, we case up with a proposed

19 Nuclear Standardization Act of 1982. That act sort of

20 grew out of a comprehensive package which was drafted

21 initially to cover all of the various facets of

22 regulatory reform, but it was decided in discussions

23 among the task force and with the chairman that perhaps

() 24 if we went with a standardization legislation approach

25 that some of the more controversial aspects of the

O
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1 comprehensive package could be left to a separate{}
2 package and perhaps we would be able to see the

3 standardization package through Congress more easily.

O
4 Consequently, we developed the standardization

5 Act, put it out for public comment. Public comments

6 were rece!.ved, and it becaae clear that what we should

7 have doce was to have drafted a comprehensive package

8 because although the general concept of standardization

9 is not particularly controversial, how you implement

10 standardization is.

11 Moreover there were considerable number of

12 comments that indicated that there were other subjects
;

|

13 that were very important to be covered and they were not

14 covered in the standardization package.

15 So this fall, after reviewing those comments,

16 we drafted another package, which is in the draft report'

|
17 of the Regulatory Reform Task Force, which is more

a3 comprehensive package. It includes standardization, but

19 it also includes other items such as doing away with

20 mandatory CP review, deleting the requirement for

21 stating the earliest and latest dates of completion of

22 the construction. It provides for one-step licensing,

23 estly site review, and approval of standardized designs,

() 24 and a provision for the hybrid hearing process.

25 Now, these four areas -- there are four

O
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(]) 1 sections, basically that we have here -- grew out of the

2 neeting that I had with the Commission on October 7,

3 1982.

| ) !

4 I presented there a list of, as I recall, some l

I

5 ten items that I thought we might address in
! ,

'
6 legislation, and the Commission by discussion with no

7 formal vote-taking but with at least an indication of

8 how they felt about it, reduced that number to the four

9 we see here so that other items which we had in previous

to legislation and which might appear in, for instance, the

11 Department of Energy legislation, such as backfitting,

12 are not in this package.

13 That is the legislative end of that draft

14 report of the task force. The administrative side --

15 MR. BENDERa Excuse me, Jim. Just a matter of
1

{ 16 getting i' on the record. Would you state the four

17 things that are now proposed in th e la w , the proposal

18 which is now being formulated? I don't know whether it
|

19 has been sent out or not, but I am not sure I know which

20 four you said are left in.

l 21 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: The four are those I just

22 mentioned a moment ago. And that is: the provisions

23 for one-step licensing; and combined CP-OL, combined

() 24 construction permit and operating license; provisions

25 for early site review, provisions for standardization of

O
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() 1 design and for a revision of section 189 of the Atomic

2 Enargy Act to provide for hybrid hencings.

3 HR. BENDER: All right. Thank you.'

()
4 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Each one of those sections

5 has a number of things in it, and we could go into that

6 if you want to. I was going to try to describe the
i

j 7 overall reform package.

8 HR. BENDERa I was just trying to establish

9 some order.
.

10 NR. REMICKa A question for clarification.

11 When you mention the standardized design, as I read it,

12 it speaks broader. You title it " approval designs." It
|
i 13 is not necessarily standardized design, is it? It

() 14 includes standardized, but basically it could be any

15 design, any near-final design?
i

16 MR. TOURTELLOTTEa Yes, yes, it could be.

17 Actually, the application could be made to a custom
>

18 plant.

| 19 I made some revisions to the initial draf t I
:

20 made. The revisions refer to protection or utilization

21 facilities rather than nuclear power plants, because

22 production or utilization facilities has a cpecific

23 meaning. It appears in the definition of the act and

(]) 24 therefore has more specific meaning.

26 MR. LEWIS: I think it would be good as we get

O
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(]) I the overall form of the package you have prepared, to go

2 into some detail into what the provisions are because

3 presumably in the end we will have to comment on the

O
4 details.

.

5 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: The administrative portion

6 of the package has four parts basically. One is the

7 backfitting proposal. Second is substantial revision to

8 the hearing process under 10 CFR Part 2. The third is a

e revision of the separation of functions ex parte rules.

10 And fourth is adding new provision for revising the role

11 of the Staff as a party on backfitting.

12 Initially, we had a backfitting proposal. The

13 best way to state it is it contained a risk-based,

14 standard. There was considerable objection to that

15 because it was believed by some that the risk-based

16 standard in reference to overall plant safety might

17 imply in some way that it was necessary to have a PRA

18 capability or a saf ety goal in place before you could

19 put that into effect.

20 I personally pointed out to those who could

21 confront se with it that there are a number of plants

22 out there today we have to say are operating at an

23 acceptable level of risk and are operating at an

(]) 24 acceptable level of safety at the time that
|

25 determination was made there was no PBA capability,
.

|

|
,
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(]) I there was no safety goal. One would have to conclude,

2 therefore, neither a PRA or a safety goal are really

3 required to determine an acceptable level of risk or an

4 acceptable level of safety.

5 Nevertheless, I also believe because this was

6 of such great concern it may be a self-fulfilling

7 prophecy, and if there was a way to get where we want to

8 get on backfitting without using a risk-based standard

9 and without giving the implication that we need a safety

10 goal, then we ought to do that.

11 So we set about redraf ting, redrafting th e

12 backfitting rule in the latter part of August of this

13 year.
i

. 14 HR. LEWISs I am just a simple professor from

15 the West Coast. Bt can there be anything but a

16 risk-based standard for backfitting? Surely, no one
;

17 objects to the idea that you must backfit if you have

18 discovered a substan tial risk and you should not if you

19 haven't discoverei s substantial risk. Surely, no one
|

20 objects to that general comment. So the entire issue

21 sust be in the implemention, or am I wrong?

22 HR. TOURTELLOTTE: No, I think that is an

23 securate sssessment. I think what we heard referenced,

() 24 what we call the risk-based standard, was that in the

25 implemention, the only way to implement it was with a

O
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[]} 1 PRA or a safety goal. I reject that. I rejected that,
,

2 and I still reject it.

3 But nevertheless, what we sat out to do was

O
4 perhaps spell it out a little better as to what we |

5 expected both in terms of what the definition of

6 backfiting was, what the standard was, what the burden

7 of proof vas, and what the decision-making factors, the

8 analysis that should be done in implementing the rule.

9 HR. LEWIS: So you are going to tell us how

10 one can determine whether there is a substantial risk

11 without calculating it.

12 HR. TOURTELLOTTE4 I don't think so.

13 HR. LEWIS: Okay. Good. Good.

()'

14 NR. TOURTELLOTTEs I am certainly not going to

15 do that. If someone else tries to --

16 NR. BENDER: Well, there is an issue, and it

17 seems to me it is the issue, concerned with risk

18 measurement because'that is the basis for judgment -

19 whether it is a numerical number or something else.

20 There is probably the point that needs to be developed,

21 and I guess you are going to tell us in the absence of

22 some numerical value what the measurement basis is.

23 3R. LEWIS: I agree that that is the central

(]) 24 issue. I was being a little witty when I say

25 " calculated." Are you going to tell us what you decided?

O
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1 ER. TOURTELLOTTE: We have come up with a rule

2 which I think -- or a set of rules, really. There was

3 some earlier concern express 3d by the ACRS that why

4 don't we just enforce the rule we have on the books,

5 50.109? In keeping with that, we have also developed a

6 policy statement which, in essence, says just that. It

| 7 is a policy statement that says to the Staff, 50.109 is

8 on the books, we think you should enforce it and we

9 think you should enforce it in this way, roughly

10 speaking, in the same manner as CRGR reviews, generic
;

11 requirements.
'

.

12 XR. LEWIS: I may be the only one at the table

13 who doesn't know what 50.109 says. Is there a

14 one-sentence summary of it?

15 MR. TOURTELLOTTEa Well, 50.109 has a

16 provision now that provides that backfitting will only

17 be required where it provides substantial additional

18 protection to the public health and safety.

19 MR. LEWIS: Okay. So " substantial" is the key

20 word.

21 MR. TOURIELLOTTE: Yes. And through the

22 yests, as I understand it, the Staff has simply not

23 understood what the rule means and they did not know how

O 24 to arocc it aa ta r ata aot a*=rce 1*- 't a = a a

25 on the books for 12 years and, to my mind, has not been

O
|
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(} 1 used at all. Although'I as told by some that there have

2 been one or two o::ssions where it has been used, they

3 nevertheless can't recall any specific in=tance when it

O
4 has.

5 What we tried to do was develop within the

6 framework of 50.109, but in associated rules, a

7 framework for being able to define what a backfit is, to

8 have a standard for requiring a backfitting to establish

9 a set of analytical tools which are not in any way

to totally dispositive. They are simply guidelines on how

11 to begin analysis.

12 Another important fea ture is to include

13 something which clearly demonstrates that the Staff has

() 14 the responsibility of demonstrating that its backfit is

15 necessary rather than have the licensee demonstrate the

16 negative; that is, that it is not necessary.

17 Those are four essential elements we directed

18 ourselves toward, and the definition and standard is in

19 the new 50.109, and the procedural, for the most part,

20 the procedural rules are in a new section 2.810.

21 Running t.. rough those without explana tion at

22 this time, there tre six factors that we suggest might

23 be considered One is the potential reduction of the

() 24 risk to tha publi: of se:idental off-site release of

25 radioactive material;

O
|
|
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1 fuo, put into impact on radiological exposure(}
2 of facility employees;

3 Three, installation and continuing costs

O 4 associated with backfit, including the cost of facility'

5 down-time or the cost of construction delay;

6 Four, potential safety impact of changes in

7 plant or operational complexity, including the effect on

8 other proposed and existing requirements;

9 Five, the estimated resource burden on the NHC
!

10 associated with the proposed backf it and the

| 11 availability of such resources; and,

12 Six, the potential impact of differences in
j

| 13 facility type, design, or age on the relevancy and

() practicability of the proposed be.ckfit.14
|

| 15 Another important factor is -- and probably

16 the most controversial part of the rule changes --

17 concerned the application of ba-kfitting to rulemaking.'

18 The Staff, it is my understanding, has lodged
i

19 a complaint that this would make it too difficult for

20 them because they believe it would require a

21 pla nt-by pla nt analysis f or rulemaking. I keep assuring

22 them it doas not require a plant-by-plant analysis, and

23 ve try to state that in clear terms. But they are

() 24 hevertheless concerned about that.

25 3R. BENDER: Before you go on --

O
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() 1 NR. TOURTELLOTTE: I expect it will be one of

2 the items that will be a major controversy.

3 NR. BENDER: Before you go on, there is the

O
4 matter of practicability which varies from plant to

5 plan t, and there is the matter of cost, which also

6 varies from plant to plant. Are you suggesting the

7 decision to apply a rule can be determined af ter the

8 rule is in place?

9 MR. TOURTELLOTTEs No, I think probably some

10 analysis would be done before, but it would be done on a

11 generic basis. -

12 MR. BE4DERa Doesn't that require looking at

13 least at the best and the worst?.

14 NR. TOURTELLOTTE: I would say th a t it

15 requires something that is a akin to a valid value

16 impact analysis, which is what we are supposed to have

17 been doing since 1975, but we also have not done that.

18 You are asking --

19 MR. BENDERa That has to be plant-specific.

20 You can't do it out of thin air, and ycu must have some
.

21 reference cases to look at, don't you?

22 NR. TOURTELLOTTE: I think you would have to

23 take into :onsideration perhaps the top and the bottom.

() 24 That might be one of the things you do. I frankly am

25 not really prepared to discuss how a value impact

O
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(} 1 assessment should be made. That was an area that I

2 though was very important for us to loon into in

3 re7ulatory reform. The Staff had somebody else to do

O
4 this. We did not do it.

5 NR. BENDER: Your point is an important one.

O The reason for pressing it is I, like you, haven't seen

7 auch in the way of value impact analysis that is very

8 useful. And while I would really agrae that if you

! g could do it and do it generically, you wouldn't have to

10 do it plant by plant.

| 11 It looks to me like if we are going to decide

12 to put this into something that is formal in nature, we

13 had better have something which shows we can do what is

() 14 required. I don't see any initiative in that direction.

15 MR. TOURTE110TTE There is one provision in

16 here, too, taht tends to sort of take care of the

17 problem of plant variabilities, and that is that a
.

18 licensee who believes that this should not apply to them

ig can make s direct application to the EDO and demonstrate

20 why their plant should not be backfitted, which is, I

21 think, a good way to handle that.
.

22 I don't know of any other way to handle it.

23 Doing a specific plant-by-plant analysis, I think, would

() 24 probably ba imprsctical from a regulatory standpoint

25 unless, of course, they wanted to devote those 114

O
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(]) 1 Deople they say are no longer necessary to doing that.

2 !Re LEWIS: Since we have interrupted you, I

3 am slightly troubled by another point. And that is tha t

O
4 you had in your list of criteria, of course, costs. And

5 as Mike said, that is a plant-by-plant thing.

O But there is also buried in that criterion

7 some judgment of what is a reasonable cost for a

8 particular safety backfit. And that then suggests some

9 judgment on the part of the Staff on the value of safety

10 and, therefore, on the ancient question of how safe is

11 safe enough and what is the value of a human life,

12 things I hope we ill not discuss around this table.

13 But it is certainly buried in cost as a

14 criterion for backfitting is the suggestion that

15 somewhere deep viscera 11y the Staff rea317 knows what

to the value of a particular safety improvement is in terms

17 of its impact on the public.

18 I don't quite know how one can implement a

19 criterion which includes cost as a consideration without
20 making explitly or implicitly some judgment about this

21 whole complex of issue we all talk about but don't

22 address.

23 MR. TOURTELLOTTE I think you are speaking

() 24 about the me rits of the ultimate judgment.

I 25 MR. LEWISs Yes.

O
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(]} 1 HR. TOURTELLOTTE: I will agree it is

2 subjective. It is going to be subjective. What we have

3 done here is simply provide procedures which will assure

O
4 that the Staff goes through an analytical process in

5 arriving at that ultimate judgment.

6 There is no way I know of you can develop a

7 procedure that will make a judgment as subjective as how

8 safe is safe enough or how safe does this plant have to

9 be? I simply don't know right now of a system where you

10 could force someone into that kind of mode. If you had

11 that kind of a system, it would almost in my mind

t 12 obviate the necessity of having any other procedures

13 because you would know how to get to the ultimate

14 answer. But I do agree that it is subjective, and those

15 things are going to have to be considered as they have

16 been considered in the past. That is, have they been

17 considered in arriving at what an secaptable level of

18 safety is?|

19 What we are doing here is simply requiring

20 that the Staff go through a rational process in arriving

21 at that kind of a judgment, whereas, before, they have

i 22 had no process. They have in many instances, in my

23 judgment, been reactive rather than analytical.

() 24 ER. REMICKa Jim, before you leave section

25 2.810, where you have the six factors that are part of
:

O
!

|
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() I the analysis or make up the analysis, the first one,

2 which says " Potential reduction of risk to the public in

3 accidental off-site release of radioactive material," it

4 seems to me that is still a risk-based backfitting

5 criteria. Personally, I don't object to it, but it

6 seems still to be risk-based. Maybe it is not a fo rmal

7 risk comparison, but still that is the number-one factor.

8 MR. TOURTELLOTTE Yes. But as I see this,

9 the way this is worded, it just does not carry the

to implication our previous wording had.

11 NR. REMICKs It's softer.

12 NR. TOURTELLOTTE: That a PRA was required.

13 MR. REMICKs Right.

l /~T
k/ MR. TOURTELLOTTE4 I think as Dr. Lewis| 14

|

15 pointed out, there is no way to get around the fact that

16 we are going to be dealing with risk.

17 MR. REMICKs I agree with that.

18 NR. TOURTELLOTTE: And in dealing with risk,

19 we also have to cost it out, and that costing it out is
(

20 not just follars-and-cents cost. We have to somehow put

21 a value on safety, and it may not be a value that you

22 measure in dollars, but it's something that subjectively

23 someone who has the technical expertise and background

() 24 can say, this plant is safe enough, the risks are

25 acceptable, it is as low as reasonably achievable.

O
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Q 1 And I emphasize the word " reasonably" because

2 of the distinction which I think I have made before

3 between "as low as reasonably achievable" and "as low as

O
4 achievable." In the past we haven't always pursued this

5 from the standpoint of "as low as reasonably

6 achievable;" rather, we have pursued it from the

7 stlndpoint of "as low as achievable."

8 MR. BENDER: The difference is mainly in the

9 matter of practicability. When you get down to it, if

10 you don't put practicability -in there, it is just a

11 matter of technological possibility.

12 We have a rule now in Part 100 which is used

13 to interpret the potentials for radioactive materials

14 release, exposure to the public. It is a highly

15 prescriptive kind of thing. And all of the licenses

16 conform to it when they are granted, all of the

17 licensees conform to it when the licenses are granted.

! 18 Would that be set aside in this analysis?

tg MR. TOURTELLOTTE I don't believe so.
,
,

20 5R. BENDER: So if I wanted to come in and

21 say, I neet the prescriptive requirements of Part 100,

22 leave me alone, could that be challenged?

23 NR. TOURTELLOTTEs It could certainly be

O 24 ca 11 aa a-

25 MR. BENDER I think you should think about

O
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1 how it should be challenged, if it should be, because it(}
2 seems to me there is a certain amount of conflict

3 there. We grant the license on the basis of Part 100,

O 4 which has a well-understood method of computation, and

5 then we decide we won't confoCm to what was agreed to.

6 I would want to go to the Supreme Court to get my

7 answers, and I don't think you want to go to the Supreme

8 Court to get your answers. We should think about what

g the differences are.

10 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Tha t is a good point.

11 MR. BENICKa As I understand it, the ALARA

12 principle is the one that takes you away from staying

13 with Part 100, isn't it, the f act that Part 100 has

14 certain requirements but "as low as reasonably
i

15 achievable" can cause you to go beyond those. There is

18 a little inconsistency there, I think.

17 MR. TOURTELLOTTE That could be.

18 MR. REMICKs It wouldn 't be the first
1

I 19 inconsistency, would it?

20 (Laughter.)

21 MR. RAYS Jim, in your statement a moment ago
.

22 regarding the degree of analysis the Staff conducted in

23 review of the arguments of the licensee as to whether or

() 24 not they should be required to implement the prescribed

25 backfit, it wa s reac tive. Surely, that wasn't a

O
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1 10-minute function. They must have reviewed arguments,

2 presented by the licensee. In your investigation did

3 you establish what criteria they did use to waive the

O
4 argument of the licensee?

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

i

i 19

20

| 21

22

23

0 24-

25

i

O
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Q 1 HR. TC'JHTELLOTTE4 Let me not get things too

2 confused. First, I will not suggest every backfit we

3 avar had was reactive or that every backfit we have ever
O

4 had is bad, but I an- saying that a good deal of what we

5 have done in terms of backfit has been reactive and it

6 has been the product of reactivity that is supported by

7 economic leverage of the Staff over the licensee rather

8 than by analysis.

9 They didn't have to explain to a licensee why

10 they were doing what they were doing. They didn't have

11 to have a cational basis. They would say, for examples

12 You are down for reload if you want to starts of course,

13 you don't have to do what we are a sk '.ng you to do, you

14 don 't have to put a widget on the frasistan, but if you

15 don't put the widget on the frasistan, it will take us a

16 lot longer to process your application to star.- up again.

17 With that kind of economic leverage, the

18 licensee would simply do it.

19 11 R . RAYa You have been more polite than I
|

20 would be. Let me give you my version of what I think

21 you said. You said to me that the decision was

i
22 arbitrary and that they had the licensee over the barrel

|

| 23 and they were using that pressure to get them to agree

O 24 1'" t" te =rattrirr 2 et=i a -|

| 25 HR. TOURTELLOTTE: Yes. As a matter of fnct,
1

O
-
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({} 1 I can tell you after seven years experience as an

2 attorney, one of the things that we had, one of the

3 largest jobs we had was to provide the Staff with a

O
4 rational basis for doing what they h ad alrandy decided

5 they were going to do, and in my view it is a post hoc

6 rationalization of a decision. It doesn ' t necessarily

7 make it any less arbitrary or capricious within the

8 meaning of the Administrative Procedures Act.

9 I would hope that requiring some kind of

10 analysis as a condition precedent to taking action would

11 eliminate, or if not alininata, it would at least reduce

12 substantially the potential for arbitrary and capricious

13 action on the part of the Staff. Those words are not

14 well received by the Staff, as you might imagine, but I

15 think they are accurate.

16 NR. LEWISa Since we have you interupted,

| 17 there are two things that trouble me. I am a greater

18 supporter of analysis rather than capricious -- even if

19 it is not legally capricious, but factually capricious

20 -- behavior. And indeed, much of the complaining about

21 NRC that one hears in the outside world has to do with

22 arbitrariness and all of the words we have been using in

23 the past conversation.

() 24 Io go to a rational procedure or an analytical

25 procedure, whether or not you call it PRA and whether or

()
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(} 1 not it includes PRA, really does bring you up against

2 these other things we agreed not to discuss, tha t is,

3 scae criteria about the value of safety. Not only has

O
4 NRC not begun to address that question until recently in

5 the discusssion of safety goals -- and as some know, I

6 have some problem about the criteria,used in the
7 proposed safety goals. I really don 't beleive, speaking

8 personally, that NRC has the capability or the charter

9 to make decisions on that side of the valu'e impact

10 balance.

11 So I sa concerned that there can never appear

12 out of NRC any set of criteria for when a backfit is

13 necessary that are not going to be arbitrary and are not

() 14 going to be justified simply by their acceptance in the

15 political arena outside -- and I am not using

16 " political" in the pejorative sense -- but in the

17 political a rena outside, that is to say, to make a

18 pretense of assessing what is sometimes called the value

19 of a human life is probably worse than just admitting

20 that you don 't have the es pability or charter to do it.

21 So I would like to see that side arbitrary. I

22 guess that is the main poin t.

23 The second point is that in some cases one

() 24 wants to make decisions arbitrarily. I tend to think of

25 aviation as an example. There is no question that when

()
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[}
1 en engine fell off a DC-10 in Chicago, it was right to

2 ground the DC-10s. It was right without analysis to

3 require everyone to inspect the engine mounts on ther

()
4 DC-10s without analysis and to not let them fly until

5 the cracks were found, and then to require avaryone to,

6 in fact, do their engine removal and replacement safely,

! 7 without analysis.

8 There are times when analysis is really
'

e inappropriate for a backfitting decision, and I look in -

10 vain for the kind of flexibility that guarantees a good

'

11 reputation for NBC and yet the ability to respond

| 12 quickly in an emergency and deliberately and

13 analytically where the emergency is not proximate, and

() 14 in a way in which the judgment about whether there is a

15 proximate danger or not has to be nada subjectively on

16 the basis of staff expertise. That is the way it is

17 done in an ideal world, and I guess I an a little

18 troubled I don't see it here.

19 HR. TOURTELLOTTE: In the backfit rule we do

20 have a provision for emergency situations. Then it is

21 not required, the ordinary analysis is not required.

22 NR. LEWIS: And the Staff can simply proclaim

23 an emergency?

() 24 MR. TOURTELLOTTEs I think so. The Commission.

25 MR. LEWIS 4 The Commission can proclaim an

O
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(]) 1 emergency. Okay.

2 MR. REHICKt The word is "unless the immediate

3 action on items required by the amendment is needed to

(:).

4 protect the public health and safety." So they don't

5 have to do the analysis under those circumstances.

6 MR. RAY: Excuse me. Doesn't it also require

7 thst post-sceident or post-decision analyses must be

8 made?

9 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Yes.-

10 MR. RAY: It seemed to me there was something
!

| 11 in one of those packages.

12 MR . LEWIS: It does require that?

13 MR. TOURTELLOTTEa (Nods a ffirmatively. )

14 HR. RAYa In other words, to make it stick.

15 3R. TOURTELLOTTEs I think what we want to do

16 is we can aake sure that even though we can take the

17 action necessary, we make sure we look at it afterwards

18 so that we don't get into a position of declaring an

19 amargency for every situation and then never having to

20 look back. I think it's a way of keeping everybody

| 23 honest.

22 MR. LEWISs Good.

23 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: I don 't know how much you

(]) 24 are interested in the changes to the hearing process,

25 but there are approximately 25 changes, and in general

O
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1

(]) I terms it is directed toward improving the discipline of

2 both the participants to the proceeding and the

3 licensing boards. In some instances we have removed theO
4 discretion of licensing boards to, in effect, force then

5 to take action where before they have had flexibility,

e and it has been parceivai that they did not use that

| 7 flexibility with prudence.

8 An example of that is we have a provision that

9 requires that all motions which are unopposed most be

10 g ra nted . In the past, licensing boards, for instance,

11 sight entertain a motion from a licensee or from the

12 Staff and that sotion is not answered by the other

13 parties, and yet the board simply ignores the fact that

14 it was not answered and denies the motion anyway.'

15 On motions for summary disposition, this is

16 particularly important because a motion for summary s-1

17 disposition supposedly takes the issue, lays out in

18 wri ting all of the reasons why that is not an issue, and '

19 if it isn't answered by the other party, it is
~

v

20 supposedly deemed as true. And yet, with such an

21 snalysis sad such a statement which is deemed to be 5

22 true, licensing boards have nonetheless taken the time

23 and resources of all the parties to hear the issue. So ,

() 24 that was one of the things that was important. .

'

25 The big parts of this concern, first, the
.

l
,

'\. }
{

*
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1 craation of a s:caening licensing board, and the purpose

2 of the screening licensing board is to take the

3 information in with a panel of experts, evalua te the

O
4 writings that are submitted, and determine whether there

5 is a canuine issue of fact in dispute.

6 Soma have suggested that there isn't any need

7 for a separate screening licensing board, that the

8 current licensing boards can do this and that having a

9 screening licensing board might, in fact, lengthen the

10 process rather than shorten the process. I see this as

I 11 being a very controversial part of the whole package,

12 but I also believe it is important to at least suggest

! 13 it and see how it fares with the general public.

14 One thing about screening licensing boards,

15 from my view, is that they don 't have any psychological

i 16 interest in seeing the proceeding being carried on, and

'

17 it seems as though some licensing boards feel as though
'

.
18 they must have a hearing if a hearing is requested,'

t
x- -

3
-

* 19 whether there is merit to the contentions or not. As ans
,

b [f 20 example, one proceeding where they had some 86~'

; ,

7

21 c$ntentions, the licensing board threw out all of the'

,

22 - con tentions but one, and probably one which didn't have
'i

23 any pacticular serit.. And the only thing you cans ,

j/ ) 24 suppose from this is that the licensing boards felt like
's i

' 25 they'really had to have.a hearing, just as some
1

4O
. sy
'

'

-

\l\
,

-

b '
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{} I attorneys feel like if someone presents testimony, they.

2 have to cross-examine, when indeed they don't have to

3 cross-examine.

O
4 So this is one of the reasons for providing

5 tha t screening licensing board technique. Of course, it

6 might prolong the proceeding if there are issues of fact

7 in dispute. On the other hand, if the issues are sifted

8 out at that point, there may not be any hearing. And in
.

9 the totality of all of the hearings, it may

10 substantially reduce rather than lanothen, although you

11 can't say one way or the other.

12 NR. BENDERa Jim, I don't know I understand
i

13 all of the irplications of this, but just to clarify in

()'

14 ay own mind, it seems to me that this process we are

I 15 talking about where the hearings depend sosewhat on

16 whether the issues are contested or not might introduce

17 a lot of inconsistency into the hearing process. If in

18 one part of the country someone raises an issue and<

19 contJsts a license on the basis of that issue and it

20 isn 't challenged anywhere else, would the regulatory

| 21 agency be accused of being too procedural a nd ignoring
l
'

22 that issue in other places just because no one has

23 raised it, especially if it turns out to be a very

() 24 important satter in terms of the requirements on the

25 licensee in respect to safety?

O
i
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| (]} 1 HR. TOURTELLOTTE: I think if there was an

2 issue raised out there with some generic applicability,

3 the Staff would probably pick up on it. However, I
O

4 would say the screening board would also assist in this

5 area because we have a single screening board and it

6 would be screening all of the contentions, and therefore

7 there would be a greater consistency in what it is we

' 8 would ultimately litigate. That is a more tangible

9 reason for having a screening licensing board than the

10 other reason I gave.

11 HR. BENDER 4 I could conceive of an' approach

12 that would encourage more generic treatment of some of

13 these issues that have been individually dealt with in

14 the license hearings. Is that in this proposal?

i 15 MR. TOURTELLOTTEs Yes. I have a proposal in
|

18 there that flags issues which come in in licensing

17 proceedings that have a generic applicability. Once

18 they are casolved by the licensing board, it is flagged

19 and sent out for immediate rulemaking so as to eliminate

20 it from future proceedings. This obviously has to have

21 some generic capability. That is very significant, a

22 very significant point.

23 There is one other area I think is very

() 24 significant, and that is it requires that intervenors

25 plead their evidence to demonstrate a need for the

O
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,

[]} 1 hearing. In other words, they can no longer come in and

2 say we believe the Staff has not adequately considered

3 something. What they have to do is they have to say the

O
4 Staff has or the licensee has failed to adequately

5 consider something as demonstrated in his FSAR and cite

| 6 it, and if he were to adequately consider it, this would
i

7 be the consequences, which are unfavorable to safety,

! 8 and we'therefore should have a hearing on this. They

g have to be very specific and they have to plead evidence

10 in order to demonstrate the need for a hearing.

11 NR. REHICK: To whom do they plead that, the

' 12 screening licensing board?
|

, 13 HR. TOURTELLOTTE4 Initially to the screening

() 14 licensing board.

15 HR. REMICK4 You mentioned there would be one

16 screening licensing board, but I could see with the need

17 for the oral argument or the pleadings, there will have

18 to be more thsn three people. I would think that you

19 are taking up basically what used to be prehearing

20 conferences by the screening board, I would assume.

| 21 MR. TOURTELLOTTEs What we have is a screening

22 licensing board, and they have the capability of

23 appointing a special panel of experts, and the special

() 24 panel of experts, as I see it, would not be for the

25 whole case but would be for specific issues.

O
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Q 1 For instance, if you had a seismic issue, the

2 screening licansing board could appoint a panel of, say,

3 three experts to look into the allegations that are made

O
4 and determine whether there is something here tnat is a

5 genuine issue of fact in dispute or whether it is simply

6 something that perhaps the intervenor does not

7 adequately understand. '

8 If they do not adequately understand it, then

9 probably the screening licensing board can explain it

10 away and say there is no genuine issue of fact in

11 dispute here, what is being challenged is a fundamental

12 rule of geophysics and we don't believe this is the

13 proper forum for challenging that.

14 At the same time, there may be another issue

15 that has to do with, say, structural engineering, and

16 the screening licensing board could employ the services

17 of, say, three structural engineers to examine what the

18 allegations are, and if they are real, they could do

39 that. So I see the screening licensing board as being a

20 sort of a master governing board of numerous issues tha t

21 appear in different proceedings, and they, for that

22 matter, would not need to get deeply into the specific

23 scientific facts but could rely upon the panel and the

O 24 reaart ==" it***-

25 MR. REMICKs I think one of the strengths of

O
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{) I the screening licensing board is to get some consistency

2 on the type of contentions admitted, but what concerns

3 se is the fact they will be hearing these pleadings, and

O
4 even if they have a panel of experts, they have to

5 monitor closely what they are doing and they still have

6 the ultimate decision. It is going to be more than

7 three people for a screening licensing board. I don 't

! 8 think they could possibly handle all of that.

g So you are going to have a subset of the

10 licensing board panel as a screening board, which then

11 somewhat defeats the point of consistency. Those people

12 are going to be overworked because you are really saying
,

13 that what is special prehearing conferences and

( 14 prehearing conferences basically will be done by one

15 board, the screening based. They are going to be very,

16 very busy in different parts of the country, different

17 pirsnts and so forth. It will have to be more than three

18 D*0Dle*

19 HR. TOURTELLOTTE: If the Commission ever gets

20 around to the point where another application is filed,

21 I can see that problem arising, but in the current

22 situation I don't see that as being a big problem.

23 HR. REMICK: I am not so sure about that.

() 24 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: One other point I would

25 sake. I don't necessarily think it is given that the

O
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(]) 1 screening licensing board will have to become that

2 involved in the detail of those issues.

3 MR. REMICK: To do a good job of deciding and
O

4 withstanding appeal, they have got to do a good job.

5 They will have to be considering facts now.*

6 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Yes and no.

7 MR. REHICK: They will have to write the

8 decisio on those facts.

9 NR. TOURTELLOTTEs I understand that.

10 MR. RENICKa I don't differ with the approach.

11 I am just saying it is a big job.

12 MR. TOURTELLOTTE4 Right. I do believe that,

i

13 if the screening licensing bcard acted more as a

( 14 manager, as a sanaging board than as a group of people

15 who were conducting their business like line operators,

16 that they could manage this. Three people could manage

17 it just as three people can manage the Chase Manhattan i

18 Bank. They don't'have to be tellers and they don't have

19 to see what goes on in every loan department in order to

20 make the judgments that have to be made to run the Chase

21 Nanhattan. And there is a difference of opinion about

22 this, but I think that a criticism which is a valid
i

I 23 criticism that is made sometimes of the boards

i, () 24 themselves and sometimes of the Commission is that they

25 engage in detail beyond that which is necessary to make

O
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I

() 1 a well-reasoned decision. |

2 MR. REMICKs I can agree with tha t. When will

3 someone have a right to appeal the decision of the

O
4 screening board on the contentions? Would that be at

5 the end where the initial decision is rendered at the

6 hearing?

7 MR. TOURTELLOTTEs It would follow the same

8 general rules we have for interlocutory review now.

9 Ihere would be no change in that. If they only come in

10 with one contention and the one contention is denied,

11 they would have immedia te a ppeal rights. If they come in

12 with two contentions, one is denied and the other is

13 not, then you have to wait until the ultimate

14 disposition unless there are special circumstances.

15 HR. LEWIS: Could I just interrupt to ask a

l 16 question? Not being a lawyer, I am, of course, very

17 suspicious of the legal format for resolving technical

18 safety disputes, and I say th a t to reveal my bias

19 instantly before I ask the question. But you have

20 referred several times to whether the effect of these

21 changes will prolong or shorten the hearings, and

22 obviously, that is a matter which is of great economic

23 concern to many people. -

() 24 But presumably the real function of the

25 h ea ring is to assure the safety of the pla n t, and I

O
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(]) 1 wonder whether the mass of suggestions you are going to

2 make -- you have told us about a couple of them -- will

3 be directed toward the length of the hearihg process and

O
4 the discipline of the hearing process or to the

5 relevance of the hearing process to the safety of the

6 plant.

7 There are those of us who have been worried

8 about the fact that the hearing process cannot be

9 intended as ess entially the auditing of the Staff

10 procedures because, after all, the hearing is only

11 required if an intervanor requests a hearing. So it

12 isn ' t for the closure question . I am concerned about

. 13 this dual role, the role of allowing public input over a

() 14 certain length of time which is arbitrarily decided as

15 oka y, and the role of assuring the safety of the plant,

16 in whi:h case a statement that all motions unopposed

17 must be granted gives me the willies because I can

18 imagine dumb motions which for one reason or another,

19 lack of understanding, are not opposed by the other

20 party. The idea that the truth emerges from contention

21 between two parties is unre natural to lawyers than it

22 is to scientists.. I have rambled.

23 MR. TOURTELLOTTEs Let me say that I agree

(]) 24 with your first confesssion, I guess, if that s what

25 you call it. I don ' t believe that the hearing process

; ()
l
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(]) 1 is a good place to ultimately decide important

2 scientific and technical issues, but I also believe the

3 hearing process really is not there to fundamentally

O
4 determine if the plant is at an acceptable level ofi

5 safety. The NRC review process makes that determination.
(

6 The only reason you might have a hearing is if

7 there is something about the application that

| 8 demonstrates that the plant will not be safe. And from

9 the standpoint of the Staff, if we take exception to
|

| 10 something that is in the application, what usually

11 happens is the licensee buckles under. If they don't,

12 ve go into a confro' tational situation witn them.

13 From an intervenor's standpoint, though, ther

14 may challenge the licensee because they don't believe

15 the application reveals that it is going to be a sa f e

16 plant. Under the current process with the Staff as a

17 party to the proceeding, they may also challenge th e

18 Staff's analysis as being inadequate.

19 Now, what we have done here is not directed

20 toward either making the NRC Staff review better or

| 21 worse. It is really kind of irrelevant. What we have
1

22 done is we are trying to establish a process that will

23 improve the quality of the hearing process once it is

() 24 decided a hearing has to be conducted.

25 HR. REMICKs And the role of the hearing is to

O
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() 1 resolve factual disputes. You have two people saying

2 opposite things about a factual question. Someone has

3 to resolve it, and that is the purpose, other than the

O
4 CP, which in mandatory. The CP hearing is currently

5 aandatory, in which the licensing board does have some

i 6 respons1bility to review the Staff Process if it is not
,

7 a contested type of thing. But otherwise, the role is

8 to resolve factual disputes between people. That is the

9 purpose.

10 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Yes.

11 MR. REMICKa Better there than in the courts.
t

| 12 MR. T30RTELLOTTE: Yes. Even the licensing
|

| 13 boards, according to the Bogovin report, state they'

14 don't believe the hearing process does anything to

| 15 enhance public health and safety.

16 MR. REMICKs It say, however. I am sure it

17 has. But that is not the intent.

1g MR. TOURTELLOTTE: It may. It is very

19 dif ficult to put your finger on anything that came up in

20 a hearing and said this really has advanced because of

21 safety.

22 MR. REMICKs That is not a biased statement,

23 is it?

() 24 [ Laughter.]

25 MR. BENDER: I think what the report said is

/~\
V
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(} 1 there is no record of anything, and that doesn't

2 necessarily mean that something didn't happen.

3 HR. TOURTELLOTTE: The same situation we are
O

4 in with backfitting. No one kept records to make that

5 point or weigh against that point.

6 MR. LEWISa We have asked in other forums,

7 other open hearings, we have asked people f rom both the

8 hearing boseds' panel and the appeal boards' panel to

9 point to any case in which a plant has been made safer

10 as a result of a hearing, and the answer was always,

11 "There must be such cases but I can't think of one

12 off-hand." But then, we have also asked NRC directors of

13 research to explain where research has improved reactor

14 safety and got the same answer.

15 MR. REMICK4 That's right. And as I said

16 facetiously at our first meeting, we could probably even

17 think of ways in which ACRS has improved safety.

18 [ Laughter.]

19 MR. LEWIS: Indeed.

20 How much time do you need, Jim?

21 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: As a matter of fact, I have

22 no more time. I must meet with the Commission at 10:00,

23 so I must go prapsre for that. I am sorry I did not get

() 24 through this. There are two other quick items. One is

25 that we revised the separation of functions ex parte

O ~
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,

(]) 1 rule, which would perhaps permit the Staff to have

2 greater communication with the Commission, and that is

. 3 very, very controversial.

}
4 The other point is that we came up with a

5 rulemaking to revise the role of the Staff as a party,

| 6 and it, in effect, removes them as a party unless they
|
'

7 determine in their own discretion they want to be a

8 party and they make that determina tion beca use of some

g disagreement they have with the licensee about an

10 analysis or methodology for a conclusion they have

11 reached.

12 Obviously, if the Staff were no longer a party

13 to a proceeding, they could communicate with the

( 14 Commission to any extent they saw fit and would not run

| 15 afoul of the ex parte rule. We have sort of a legal

16 enigma or - "anigma" is not a good word. It is a

17 contradiction. The Administrative Procedures Act in one

18 section says that sepsration of functions rule does not

19 apply to initial licensing cases, so that the Staff can

20 communicate fully with the ultimate decision-making b od y .

21 The ex parte section of the Administrative

i Procedures Act says nothing about an exemption for22

23 initial licensing casos, so that the argument is made by

() 24 the Office of General Counsel and by the executive legal

25 director that, okay, you can use the exemption for

I
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] 1 separation of functions, but once you do, that person

2 becomes a part of the decision-making body and can no

3 longer communicate with anyone outside the agency.

O
4 So what it would mean is anyone who knew

5 anything about a given licensing case in the line level,

| 6 once they had helped the Commission out by bringing them

i 7 up to speed, they could no longer communicate with the
l

8 licensae about how to process their license. I think it

9 is absurd, but --

i to MR. LEWISa I was about to agree with you

11 before you said that because surely in the best of all

12 possible worlds, which this is'not quite, the

13 decision-asking people would have access to all possible

O inform. tion on wuch to base their decision, and there
'

14

15 would be people of courage, discretion and wisdom who

16 would then make the right decision, and the

17 self-inflicted wounds which inhibit communication among

18 knowledgeable people are simply detrimental to reactor

I 19 safety, which is our objective.

20 MR. TOURTELLOTTE Let me tall you, there are

-

21 at least two kinds of lawyers, and there are probably

22 acre than that. There is one, kind of lawyer who will

23 spend h:.s whole career telling you why you can't do

24 things, and there is another set of lawyers who will

25 tell you how you can. We seem to have been plagued in

O
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[]} 1 this Commission with those who tell you why you can't do

2 anything, so we don't do anything.

3 HR. LEWIS: I once had a dean at my university
O

4 whom I loved who was a professor of criminology, and

5 when I was chairman of my department and went to his

6 with a problem, he would call to his administrative

7 assistant to get the rule so we could together find the

8 loopholes in it. He was a great dean. But I know there

9 are at least those two kinds of lawyers.

10 Jerry, you opened your mouth a moment ago.

11 NR. RAYa I was only going to make a personal

12 observation, and it will satisfy my ego if I do it

13 rather than contribute to the purpose, but I would

14 strongly suspect that the hearing process has been

15 exploited or abused by intervenors as a means of

16 implementing delays in projects. I read into what youi

17 are proposing here an attempt to minimize those

18 possibilities.

19 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Yes.

NR. RAYa And te really make the hearing20

| 21 process more constructive, perhaps, from the viewpoint

22 of promoting safety.

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Yes, I think it would do a23

() 24 couple of things. One is it would remove, or at least

25 substantially reduce the possibility that anyone can use

,

|
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(} 1 the process to effect delay. And the other thing I

2 think it would do is I think it would improve the

3 quality of what it is we do litigate so that we would,

O'

4 address ourselves to really important issues and not

5 some issue that is either a fly-by-night issue or one

6 that is simply a question.

7 You see, anny times the contentions that have

8 been filed are not assertions of fact, they are simply

9 questions; and as you know, you csn ask a question in

10 perhaps 15 words and it may take 1500 pages to answer

11 it, and in the 1500 pages you may not come to a

|
12 satisfactory conclusion.

13 MR. REMICKa Don't you have to lay some of the

() 14 blame at the Commission's feet and the appeal board

15 because of a number of decisions where the management

16 functions of telling the licensing board what was

17 desired by the agency wasn't there?

18 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Yes, certainly. And it is

19 not easy, when you say lay it at the feet of the

20 Commission, it is not easy to lay it at the feet of any

21 Commission because it is a tradition that has grown up

32 in the agency.

23 It started out as a poorly conceived idea of

(]) 24 trying to inform the public through the use of the

25 hearing process. When there was not a group of people

O
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(]) 1 out there who were interested in simply stopping the

2 process, that perhaps wasn't too bad a deal, although I

3 think it is still a poorly conceived idea. The hearing
O'

.

4 process should not be used for that; it should be used

5 to resolve disputes.

6 Let me add in closing, I don't for a moment

7 suggest that we should have no hearings at all. I do
'

8 believe that only those people who present responsible

9 claims should be heard, and in the past there have been

10 several who have not had responsible claims and we have

11 had to commit a great deal of resources which might

12 otherwise have been committed to resolving important

13 safety issues to the hearing process.

14 MR. RENICKa I have just tuc quick questions

15 for Jim.

16 HR. LEWISa He has got to go.

17 HR. RENICK: The administrative package, is

18 that devised on the presumption that the legislative

jg package is not passed? That is the only way I could

20 read it because when I read it, it must be written as

21 changing the regulations without the legislative package

22 in effect. If not, there is a major glitch. Do you

23 understand my question?

() 24 HR. TOURTELLOTTE: Well --

25 MR. RAY: Are they independent? That is the

,
~
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(]) 1 question.

2 MR. TOURTELLOTTEs They are independent of

3 each other.
O

4 MR. BENDERS But you are saying they overlap.

5 MR. REMICK: No, I'm not saying they overlap.

6 In other words, as I read the administrative package, it

7 presumes a mandatory CP, and as I read the legislative,

8 you proposa to change that. So I have to assume that

g your administrative package is independent and you are

10 presuming that would go ahead before the legislative

11 package would be approved.

12 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Yes. And if we come around

13 to the point where the legislation gets through, I think

14 then is the time. We can't anticipate what will come

15 out, ultimately, of the compromise that might be reached

16 in Congress. And indeed, we may not get any legislation

17 a t all. So we must proceed on the basis of what our

18 ststutes are right now for the administrative changes,

19 try to get those into effect, and if legislation comes

20 down the pike, we can accomadste it.

21 MR. REMICK: I have some constructive

22 criticism. I think you have some glitches which are

23 display writer glitches or something, and

(]) 24 inconsistencies. Maybe your task force has them, but I

25 would be happy to --

O
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({} 1 ER. TOURTELLOTTEs In the legislation?

2 MR. REMICK Yes, in the draft bill. Such

3 things as the conf usion between presiding officer and
O

4 hearing board. I think you are confusing the issue by

5 using the words " standardization," " design review," and

6 there are major glitches. Sections that should follow

7 one another are out of order. It is obvious that --

8 MR. TOURTELLOTTEa I rewrote that whole thing,

9 so let me get you an updated copy. I eliminated, for

to instance, all reference to the hearing boards and put

11 the Commission in instead. There are some other changes
'

12 tha t have been made. I am not sure we have circulated

13 that fully, but I will get copias to the ACRS.

14 MR. LEWIS: Thanks a lot, Jim. We will

15 obviously be talking some more.

16 Let's take ourselves a ten ninute break, and

17 that means reconvening at a lawyer's 10 o' clock.

18 [ Recess'.J

ig MR. LEWIS 4 Shall we reconvene and declare as

20 an ACRS edict that it is now 10:00. We are willing to
|

21 mijust the world.

22 We now have, according to my agenda, the AIF

| 23 Lawyers Committee, and if you could identify yourselves,

| () 24 gentlemen, for the record, we are yours.

25 MR. COWANs I am Bart Cowan, an attorney with

(

1
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,

(]) i the Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania law firm of Eckert,

2 Seasons, Chevin and Mer11otte. I am Chairman of the AIF

3 Lawyers Committee, and I am co-Chairman of a Joint

O
4 Committee of the Atomic Industrial Forum, the Edison

5 Electric Institute and the American Energy Council

6 dealing with regulatory reform matters.

7 On my left is Don Edwards, who is not a

8 lawyer, rather, he is Director of Operational Projects

9 for the Yankee Atomic Power Company and Chairman of the

10 AIF Subcommittee on Backfitting Requirements of the

11 Forums Committee on Reactor Licensing and Safety. On my

12 right is Harold Bell, who is the chief nuclear engineer

13 of the Gaithersburg Division of the Bechtel Power

14 Commission, and he is Chairman-designate of the AIF Cost

15 Impact Subcommittee of the Committee on Reactor

16 Licensing and Safety.

| Also here with us and sitting immediately17

18 behind me is Bob Szala'y, a Vice President of AIFs Pat

19 Higgins, Rasctor Licensing and Safety Projects Manager

20 of the AIF; Tom Tipton, the Manager of Nuclear

21 Regulation; and Linda Hodge, Staff counsel for AIF.

|
| 22 MR. LEWIS We are outnumbered.
,

23 VOICE: That is the way we like it.

| () 24 [ Laughter.)

25 MR. COWAN: When the nuclear industry members

O
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1 get together today and the subject is licensing and

2 regulation, I think it is fair to say that we see a

3 central theme running through the conversations that is,

O
4 the nuclear regulation process in terms of the hearing

5 process is just not working properly, it is in

6 considerable disarray, it is fraught with uncertainty,

7 it lacks sta bility, sometimes it even appears to lack

8 rationality.

'
g Therefore, for some considerable period of

to time now, we have been urging a basic reform of the

11 licensing process. Marcus Rowden, the former Chairman of

12 the Commission, has called the process "a costly

13 procedural labyrinth." I think that is a f air
'

O 1. description. son.uses it appears as though 1aws .<s

15 search for the perfect or almost perfect legal record.

16 That becomes the paramount aspect of the licensing

17 process, overriding the search for sound technological

18 procedures.

ig I think it is viewed that vsy by the industry,

20 including, I might say, the Lawyers Committee which I

21 chair. The process has created delays, and we will talk

22 a little bit about that later. Some of those delays are

23 massive. But more importan t, it has reduced a lot of

O 24 '" * c'" ' '" " 'ri"' ar=c == * "" ** rci= i"

25 almost trivia in many areas.

! O
1
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I

[]} 1 The plants that are currently under

2 construction and the plants that are currently operating

3 are in some ways threatened by the current licensing

O
4 process. There is a need, a real need for a reasonable

5 assurance that when a plant has been built and

6 investments have been made in the plant, that the plant

7 be allowed to go on line and operate and continue to

8 operate, and that the plant design and operation not be

9 changed unless the backfits are justified by appropriate '

to analysis or appropriate standards or unless there is

I

11 some immediacy that requires a change in the operation'

:

12 from a public health and safety standpoint.

13 In addition, I think it is fair to say that in

() terms of future orders of plants in this country, that14

15 unless something is done to stabilize the regulatory

16 process and bring it to some kind of more rational

17 method, even if the need for power comes back and even

18 if the financing problems we hear about are resolved or

19 eased, it is doubtf ul if that need f or power will be

20 filled by nuclear in an unstable regulatory climate of

21 the type we ha ve today.

22 Having said that, let me turn then to what our

' 23 views are with respect to licensing reform. There are

(]) 24 essentially two paths to licensing reform. The first

25 are those reforms that can be accomplished by the NRC

|

($)
'
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() 1 within the framework of their existing statutory

2 regulations, and the second are those reforms that could

| 3 best be accomplished, although maybe not necessarily

O
4 have to be accomplished, by legislative change.

5 Within the ambit of the first area of

6 regulatory reform, namely, administrative change, there
|

| 7 sra two anjor areas, which Jim Tourte11otte talked with
|

! 8 you about earlier todays first, the area of backfitting,
t

| 9 and second, the sees of reform of the hearing process.

10 I might say that we think that the majority, perhaps as

11 auch as 90 percent of all of the needed regulatory

12 change, could come about by Commission action without

; 13 any legislative action, and that action is in the area

14 of backfitting and in the area of reform of the hearing

15 process itself.

16 Let as first talk about backfitting for a

| 37 moment. From the standpoint of the operating utilities

18 and from the standpoint of the utilities who have plants

1g currently under construction, backfitting is clearly the

20 single most important issue in licensing reform. The

21 past seven months have seen the President or the

I 22 Chairman of the Atomic Industrial Forum writing to
|

| 23 Chairman Palladino on three different occasions urging

() 24 that backfitting reform proposals be singled out for

25 immediate attention, ahead of all other licensing reform

O
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(]) 1 actions. That puts some perspective on how important we

2 think the backfitting issue is in the overall panoply of

3 reform.,

()
4 The instructions that the Policy Committee of

5 the Forum gave to me as Chairman of the Lawyers

6 Committee has been to put backfitting first and

7 foremost. There clearly is a perception, we think based

8 upon reality, that the instability in the regulatory

9 process and some of the resulting cost escalations are

10 being driven by the ratchet-like, sometimes,

11 uncontrollad backfitting process, and that even with the

12 improvements by the Committee to Review Generic

13 Requirements, the CRGR, the process needs further doses

14 of discipline in order to get to where it should be.

15 We agree with Mr. Tourte11otte and his

16 Regulatory Reform Task Force that there are four

17 elements involved, or should be involved in any proper

18 backfitting rule, although we do not agree with til

19 aspects of the way the Regulatory Reform Task Force

20 carries out those elements.

21 The four elements we agree on are, first,

22 there needs to be a standard established in the rule
23 which is to be applied in order to establish a

() 24 bsekfitting requirement. The second element that we

25 think is necessary is to have a definition of

O
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{]) I backfitting. Third, we think there needs to be

2 provision in the rule for the type of analysis to be

3 required in order to impose the backfit. And finally,

O
4 we think the rule should spell out where the burden is

5 to be placed with respect to the imposition of a backfit.

6 MR. BENDERa, Excuse me. By the term " burden,"

7 are you talking about the cost?

8 MR. COWANa I as talking not about the cost

9 but who has the burden of going f orward and saying that

10 m backfit should be imposed. Should the burden be on

11 the Staff?

12 MR. BENDER: Burden of proof?

13 MR. C3WANs Borden of proof, if you will, but

( 14 not in the technical legal sense of burden of proof.

15 Should the Staff have that burden if they believe a

16 backfit is appropriate, or should the Staff suggest a

17 backfit and then the industry have the burden or the

18 utility have the burden of establishing why the backfit

19 should not be imposed; a negative burden, if you will?

20 The Joint Committee of the Forum an EET and

21 ANEC that I spoke about earlier was formed earlier this

22 year to work on this overall licensing reform, including

23 backfit. Based upon the work of that committee and the

|

() 24 coordination of that committee with another industry

.5 group known by the acronym "NUBARG," which stands for
1

i
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I

() 1 Nu:ulear Utility Backfitting and Regulatory Group, we

2 have reached a unified position, which I believe can be
,

3 f airly characterized as an industry position, with

O
4 respect to the backfitting rule.

5 So let me, if I may, take a moment to briefly

6 outline what our view is on each of those f our

7 elements. With respect to the standard for backfitting,

8 ve believe that backfitting should be required only

g where there will be a substantial enhancement of the

10 public health and safety as a result of improvement in

11 overall plant safety, and then only where the benefits

12 of a proposed backfitting outweigh the costs. It is a

13 twin test.

( Wi th respect to the definition of backfitting,14

15 ve believe that backfitting should be an

'

16 all-encompassing concept which not only includes

17 aciifications to structures and components for a plant

18 but also changes to the programs, or procedures, if you

1g will, pursuant to which a facility should be constructed

20 or operated and changes proposed to the organizations

21 which are required to construct or operate the facility.

22 In addition, we think that although not all

23 elements of the analysis would apply to it, there needs

() 24 to be in a backfitting rule some recogaition that

25 requirements for significant analysis and engineering

O
i
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(]) 1 work should not be imposed unless they can be justified,

2 certainly unless they are appropriately reviewed.

3 HR. REMICK: Could I interrupt you for a

O
4 soment?

5 MR. COWAN: Sure.

6 MR. REMICKs Is that consistent, what you are
|
'

7 outlining here, with the letter received July 27 by the

~

8 Chairman frou AIF on a backfit rule draft, or is this

a modified?

10 MR. C3WANs This is modified. Our thinking

11 has evolved from the time in July when that letter went

12 out. Then, for example, we had not yet reached a common

13 position with the NUBARG rule and, indeed, had not

14 reached an entirely common position within our own

15 group. With respect to what should be required in order
t

16 to impose a backfit, we think that there is a need to

17 have some type of modification analysis or a backfit

18 analysis. Cur criteria would be slightly different than

i
19 those in the proposed rule outlined by Jim Tourtellotte'

20 today, but essentially, they cover many of the same

21 points. We would add a few points and change a little

22 bit of the terminology on the points he has.

23 MR. BENDER: By modification analysis, do you

() 24 mesn some kind of a physical interpretation of what

25 would be required?

O
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{) 1 NR. COWANs Some kind of an assessment in ,' - .

2 writing of a number of factors that we would spell odt
s t

3 in the rule as the task force spells out in theiP' rule

O - ' %
4 that would have to be looked at on some kind of a -

i
5 systematic basis in order to have a backfit imposed.

6 And finally, with respect to the burden,'we
/ qi

7 think the burden for a backfit should be on the '
(

8 Commission to demonstrate that thebackfitisrequirek
I,.

'
9 before the backfit could be imposed. O*

s
't ^

'

10 NR. RENICK: Have you considered the
-

.

11 conversion between the cost and the benefit, howsyou
i

12 make that judgment? I assume you have a factor in
'

'
t

a

13 there. You look at the cost and you look-at the benefits'

14 from the safety improvement. Have you made any kind of

15 a judgment on how you make the conversion f rom what is
3

18 the benefit and what is the cost, how you make thst
s

17 conversion? I am thinking of something equivalent to ,

18 dollars per man ran, something like tha t. |
#

,, ,
1

= ,
i >,

ig NR. COWAN: We have looked at it in generth[ ' '

20 terms. We do not think it necessarily should go to
,

21 dolla rs per man rem as a method. We are more interested
1
'

in making sure that some type of analysis is done'than22 t

*j \

23 we are in exactly how that analysis eventually ir,/ 3),

, ,1

(]) 24 spelled out in the burden test. Generally speaking we ' "'

' '
i

.)I 25 think that backfitting, whether to impose a backfit or
\'<

r

*
! O

'

: . x

s{
.

.
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1 Commission would put into place would have an exemplary
[}

2 method. I don't think we have considered wi 'ther in the |
|

3 comments the industry might make on a backfitting rule,
'

) '

4 whether we would give some examples of how it might

5 apply to a specific situation.

6 You are correct, normally we do not do that.

7 HR. BENDER: It seems like the arm wavers are

8- waiting at the arm wavers.

9 MR. LEWIS With all three arms?

10 MR. BENDERS All six.

11 MR. COWAN We have taken a look in terms of

12 the an21ysis we would like to see and how that analysis

13 would have been applicabie to certain specific backfits

() 14 that have been imposed in the past, how each factor

15 would have been discussed with respect to each factor,

16 and that was part of a discussion we had at at least one

17 of our meetings, to make sure that some of this wasn't

18 pure arm waving. But where judgment comes in, are

19 vaving is perhaps another name for applying judgment on

20 some of these factors.

21 MR. LEWISs Jerry, you had something.

22 MR. RAY: Yes. On the question Dr. Remick

23 raised, some means of measuring benefits and costs, have

(]) 24 You completed your considerations in this area or are

25 you continuing your studies?

O
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(} 1 HR . C3W AN : We are still looking at this

2 be:ause as the Regulatory Reform Task Force comes out

3 with a new proposal about three weeks ago and as it is
)

' 4 being commented on by the Staff, we are trying to make

5 sure that (a) we understand what they are doing, and (b)

6 that we consider what we are proposing in light of what

I
| 7 they are doing. So this is an ongoing process of

8 consideration. We did not freeze the thing back in July

9 or at any other given time and say, okay, this is our

10 position and we are not going to move from it, as we are

11 trying to on many of these areas keep the flow of

12 information and thoughts open. Indeed, we hope to do
i

13 that all of the way to the time there is a final rule on

14 backfitting adopted.i

i
15 MR. RAY: I an a little reluctant to make you

16 backtrack, but I sissed the point completely and I would

17 like to make sure I understand. Back under the

18 definition of ba'ckfitting, you pointed out that

19 backfitting should include both hardware and

20 organizational or procedural changes, and you mentioned6

|
'

21 something about engineering analysis and I missed

1 22 completely the purpose or the scope of what you said.
!

! 23 MR. COWAN Yes, we think that one element of

() 24 a backfit rule, although not necessarily an element as

25 to which this modification analysis or backfit analysis

)
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1 would be appliei, has to be that before major()
2 engineering analysis is required, before major

3 engineering effort is undertaken, there is --

O
4 Eh. RAY: Excuse me. In a design sense?

5 NR. COWANs In a design sense beyond the time

6 when the construction permit has been granted; yes, in

7 the design sense is undertaken. When the Commission

8 comes down and says, for example, we would like you to

9 take a look at a particular new idea and analyze what

10 that will mean for the plant, if that analysis involves

11 a significan t eff ort, a significant diversion of

12 manpower and resources, there needs to be recognition in

13 the backfitting rule of some type of requirement, that

14 that be thought of in those tarms, and we would have a

15 provision f or that type of look, of hard look befor

16 significant engineering analysis would be required.

17 MR. RAYS Are you anticipating a situation

18 here where the Staff might come to you as a licensee and

19 say, look, we would like to know if this would improve

20 you plants make an engineering analysis of the

21 possibility? Is that what you are saying?

22 NR. COWANa That would be one example of it,

23 but it is beyond that.

() 24 MR. RAYS This is akin to justifying a

25 backfit. It seems to me you are being inconsistent

O
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t

j ({} 1 there. You have already indicated that the

2 justification should be the Staff's burden.

3 MR. COWAN I don't think it is inconsistent.()
| 4 What we are saying is that if the Staff comes to us and
i

5 says we are thinking of this backfit and we would like

6 to know what it will mean to your plant to do this type

7 of backfit, before the Staff can require the utility to

8 axpend a lot of effort and time on that analysis, it has

| 9 to go through a procedure to determine whether that

10 analysis is truly justified. And if it cannot meet that

i 11 procedural test, the utility sho' tid not be required to

12 spend that kind of time and effort on it.

13 MR. RAYa I am having trouble with your

14 concepts.,

15 MR. COWANs Let me ask Don Edward s, who has

16 pe' haps a specific exanple of the type of thing.

17 MR. RAY: That would help.

18 MR. COWANs I find it easier in the

39 discussions we have had in our committee to talk in
20 terms of specific examples rather than the generality.

21 Don.

22 MR. EDWARDS The Staff is considering a rule

23 on hydrogen control. F:s an interim measure, they want

24 to have all licensees evaluate the survivability of I()
25 their equipment to hydrogen burn in containment, but all

|

|

l

I
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|

|

| (]) 1 of the information has not been collected yet as to what

2 that hydrogen burn really might be. Is it a quick

3 flash, is it long-tern energy deposition on to the

O
4 equipment?

5 Before the Staff could come out and say, we

6 would like everybody to do this analysis now just in
.

7 case, that requires a conscious management decision that

8 yes, we need that information and we need it now and it

9 is justified to go get it. I think that is the kind of

10 control asked for here.

11 There is no requirement that the Staff write

|
12 this gigantic justification for asking for information,

i

13 but it needs a constant management review.

14 MR. BENDER: You are thinking more of

15 establishing some order to the analysis, to decide what

16 you need to do, do some more, and eventually to get to

17 the ultimate tank.

18 MR. RAYa It is more than that. It is also

1g establishing a need for the information.

20 MR. EDWARDSa Establishing the need is the

21 first thing we are trying to get for --

22 MR. REMICKa Am I correct -- ch, excuse me,

23 Jerry, I am sorry.

| () 24 MR. RAYa You are putting under the label

25 "backfit" really engineering queries addressed to this

O
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() 1 licensee by the Staff.

2 MR. COWANs Under the broad umbrella of

3 backfitting.

4 NR. RAYS Yes.

5 MR. COWAN4 We would include a revised
6 provision. Actually it would be a revision.

7 HR. RAYa Let me put it another way. My

8 interpretation is you are requiring that the Staff

g justify its engineering questions in the same sense that

10 there is a need to require justification of backfits.

11 NR. COWAN: Not in the same sense. We would,

12 require the Staff justify its engineering questions in

13 our particular draft proposal to the executive director

14 of operations or his designates that before the Staff

15 could rsquire significant tests or significant

16 engineering analyses, the Staf f would have to run that

17 matter by the executive director of operations or his

18 designate to get an approval from the ED0; and that the

19 test the EDO would apply would be to determine whether

20 what the Staff is asking for is of such saf ety

21 significance, and what other things are going on in mind

22 vis-a-vis the licensees, that resources should be

23 reallocated to the preparation of that particular report

| () 24 or analysis. It is not the same type of review we

25 envisioned for the imposition of a hardware backfit.

O
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Q 1 MR. RAY: But it is a justification and a

2 requirement, and that is new. And it seems to me it

3 does not belong under the general categorization of

O
4 backfit. I think it is a justifie requirement and

5 perhaps that has been an abuse by the Staff in the past,

6 but I think from a policy viewpoint my response is

| 7 negative to the extent that it should be included under

8 backfitting in these changes.

g MR. COWANs It may well be it is a regulatory

i 10 reform that we have chosen to lump under backfitting

l 11 that analytically doesn't quite fit under backfitting.

12 It certainly does not have the other attributes that we

13 have in backfitting.

14 MR. RAYa Thank you. I certainly didn't have

I 15 this concept in your earlier remarks. It missed me

16 completely what your purpose was.

i 17 MR. BENDER: This is more a matter of

18 administrative control you are suggesting.

19 MR. RAY: Yes, and independently what happens

20 to this from any reform, from the viewpoint of the

21 treatment of the package it seems to me that is a

22 justifiable isolated individual commentary and request

23 that should be processed.

O 24 sa coWi>> ra t 1 correct- rc 1= a

25 administrative management tool for controlling the
i

O
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(]) I process. The reason we put it under backfitting is

2 because, at least most of us thought that analytically

3 it was a request for the industry to do something that
O

4 would involve expenditures of time and money of a

5 significant amount and that was what the overall

6 backfitting was getting to.

7 HR. BENDER 4 I can recall this long harangue

8 over asymmetric loads which involved a lot of very

9 expensive analysis to prove that something was really a

10 negligible concern and maybe some judgment could have

11 reduced that effort.

12 MR. COWANs What we are saying is in that

13 particular situation or situations like that, we would

14 like to have a management level review by the executive |

15 director for operations or his designate against the

16 standard of what is the safety significance of that and

17 what else is going on and the diversion of resources
!

18 involved.
,

19 MR. REMICK: As I correct that the draft
,

20 proposed rule accomplishes that?

21 MR. COWANs The draft proposed rule that we

22 submitted to Jim Tourtellotte.

23 MR. REMICKs No, the Tourtellotte proposal.

| (]) 24 MR. COWANa The Tourtellotte rule has a j

25 similar provision in it, yes.
!

O
.
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.

1 MR. REHICKa I think it seems to address.

2 this. It is a modification of 5054.,

3 MR. COWAW: This is a modiffcation of 5054(f)

O'

4 cather than 50.109.

5

! 6'

| 7

8
.

; 9
,'

! 10

; 11
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() 1 We are going to address specifically in a few

2 moments the backfitting problem from the perspective of

3 the plants that are operating, and Mr. Edwards is goingi

| ()
4 to do that; and also the backfitting problems from the

5 perspective of the plants under design and construction,

6 and Harold Bell is going to do that.

|

| 7 I think it is fair to say that we look upon

8 backfitting and reform of that rule as the litmus test

9 for regulatory reform because of the importance that has

10 been put on the backfitting rule by the various elements

11 of the industry and because the backfitting rule we see

12 as needed to further impose some discipline on the

13 process.

14 Unless backfitting is reformed, we doubt there
1

j 15 can be much meaningful other reform of the hearing

16 process. And whatever reform there is of the hearing
i
'

process would become of a secondary nature.17

18 MR. LEWISs Your premise is -- let me

19 unierstand it -- once the plant is licensed and has

20 therefore been judged not to pose an undue risk to the

21 public health and safety, that that judgment should1

22 prevail in the absence of a reasonably constrained

23 procedure for upsetting that judgments and the

() 24 reasonably constrained procedure includes both
1

25 administrative controls, a requirement of Staff

O
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1 analysis, you place the burden upon the Staff and that{}
2 sort of thing before a backfit is required.

i

3 Now, presumably, that is regarded as the

O
4 primary issue by the industry becaues the industry has a

5 jaundiced view of the backfitting requirements that have

| 8 been imposed recently by the Staff. If the Staff were

7 beh'aving in the way you felt substantially, whatever
!

8 tha t means, augmented the public health and safety at

| 9 reasonable cost, whatever that means, you wouldn't be in
I

| 10 here saying those things.
i

11 Has anyone -- the biggest package recently has
!
'

12 been the TMI Action Plan, including both hardware

13 backfits, and it included requirements for analysis that

14 had not been laid down before. Has anybody -- I know

15 you have commented in detail, AIF has commented in

16 detail on the action plan. Do yo.u have a snap judgment

17 of what fraction of the 150-odd, or whatever the number

18 Ceilly is, items in the action plan you would judge as

19 meeting a reasonable criterion?

20 MR. COWAN4 Let me refer that to Bob because I

21 do not personally have a ctaff judgment on that. I

I 22 don 't know that we ever looked at it from quite that

23 standpoint.

() 24 MR. SZALAY: We have not evaluated that, Dr.

25 Lewis, but our position has been from the beginning as

O
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(]) I the action plan evolved that some of the best results

2 and informstion came out very early in looking at the

3 THI accident, particularly in the Short Term Lessons

O
4 Learned. Subsequent to that, these were added with many

5 other items and those were eventually culled down to a

6 smaller subset.
,

|
l

7 But we have not evaluated the total value of

8 the thing. But we feel overall what has been

9 implemented to learn the lessons of THI have improved

10 overall safety, particularly in the operational sense.

11 And that is about where we are now.

12 MR. lEWISs Peace.

13 ER. BENDER: Can I try a different tack on a

14 similar point?

( 15 MR. LEWIS: Sure.

16 NR. BENDER: I think the regulatory staff --

17 Jim Tourte11otte, in particular -- decided not to debate

18 the matter of the TMI Action Plan because it was
19 dic ta ted by the Commissioners as such. But you left

20 open the matter of the fact that there were a lot of
!

l
21 backfits not in the record that were imposed.

I

22 I had some difficulty finding out explicit

23 examples that came in this category, and I think it
!

() 24 would help the argument one way or the other if the

25 industry could point to some real backfit examples that

O
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1 were imposed at low staff levels,11f that is the way you

2 vant to look a t it, or a level which did not involve a

3 kind of administrative control which now you are

O 4 suggesting would be a very desirable thing.

5 I think giving illustrations would make it

6 easier for the Commissioners to understand what is being
|

7 req uired if the rule is reinterpreted. I don't see the

8 need for a new rule. We have always said that, but the
i

9 interpretation of it could be such that there could be

10 more discipline, if that's the term you want to use. I

I
11 think some kind of illustration would be helpful to us.

12 MR. COWANs Perhaps it would be best then,

13 before I turn to the hearing process reform, which is a

( 14 different subject, if we did havo John Edwards talk

15 about that. I think he does have at least some

16 examples, and I will let Harold Bell talk about

17 backfitting.

18 NR. LEWISa You said earlier that there are

19 three that came up, if I heard you correctly, that there
,

| 20 were three good examples that came up in your

21 discussion. Did I misunderstand that?

22 MB. COWAN: I don 't think I used the number 3,

23 but I think I said there was a number of examples.

(]) 24 HR. LEWIS: And I interpreted that as 3.

25 There you are, I try to be quantitative in the absence'

!

,

:
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(~ )]|
1 of data.

2 (Laughter.)

3 MR. COWANs Don, why don 't you proceed, and

O
4 then we can come back to the hearing . process. It might

5 be a more logical way to proceed.

| 6 ER. EDWARDS: Let me start backwards, if you
!

7 please, and let me try to respond a little bit to your-

8 question. I have a couple of examples, and I had some
-

,

! 9 things I wanted to say. And to keep from getting too

10 far out of line, I will incorporate those.

11 I think if we get down the road of looking at

' 12 this example and looking at that example and that other

13 e xa mple , we miss one of the key points here, in that you

14 msked, Dr. Lewis, about this whole set of 50 or

I 15 100-and-some-odd changes or whatever. That is the key'

16 to the problem here. Coming in with this bunch of

17 changes and trying to accommodate those in a system that

18 already is fair'ly loaded in dealing with the kinds of

19 activities that are necessa ry just to keep a plant

20 runnino.

21 MR. LEWIS We will guarantee not to miss that

22 point.

23 MR. EDWARDS: Okay.

() 24 (Laughter.)

25 HR. EDWARDS: Excuse me. I didn't mean to be

O
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(]} 1 overly enthusiastic.

2 (Laughter.)

3 MR. LEWISs You have my personal guarantee.

O
4 NR. EDWARDS: I have been asked to give a

5 general patspective from the operating plant view of the

6 backfitting problem, and I think you could characteirize

7 it pretty such as what I earlier implied. You have a

8 finite set of resources and you are trying to judge how

g best to allocate those to satisfy all of the activities

|
10 that need to be accomplished.

11 First of all, how do you select which

12 activities there are that need to be accomplished so

13 that you establish a reasonable work load for the
i

14 people? Can they continue to function in the best

15 manner they can and still get meaningful results? And I

16 think that is what everybody is after when you get down

17 to the final analysis.

18 But in the' past we have gotten to the point

19 where the regulatory demand, either the latest or the

20 loudest seams to be the one that gets on the list. And

21 quite often it is accompanied by a schedule that doesn't

22 allow the same group of people who have the intimate

23 knowledge of the facility and how a regulatory

() 24 requirement would be incorperated into that facility in

25 an optimal way to really sit down and look at that

! (

|
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() 1 requirement and decide with their experience how best to;

2 accomplish that.

3 Instesd, it is a matter of how are we going to,

! ()
4 get this done now? And that has a disruptive influence

5 on the whole process of trying to just manage the

6 facilities. When you start heaping requirements on

7 conventional maintenance activities, you build the job

8 of the people who are trying to keep this process under

9 control sometimes out of proportion to what you are

10 getting.

11 For example, there tre plants in past years

12 that have had more craf t labor and workers on site

13 modifying the plant than were employed originally to

14 build it. And at that point you start to say, gee,

15 maybe there is something that is not quite right here.

16 And I think the current process of backfitting in the

17 general sense is to blame because one of the approaches

18 the Staff has is uniformly applying these requirements.

19 This list of 50 or 100 or however many ways everybody

20 does it.

21 Well, maybe everyone shouldn't do it. Maybe

22 there are some very important ones on the list, but the

23 set for any ps rticular plant will be different from any

(]) 24 other plant, and maybe the sequence in which thef get

25 accom plish ed integra ted with other activities that are

O
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(} 1 very important.

2 Just for example, equipment replacement:

3 things begin to west out, you have to change them; Maybe

O
4 you had get a better one this time or a little different

5 one. We have got to integrate that into the plant

6 operation. And in doing that, it takes quite a bit of

7 thought, and you can 't go out and hire that thinking,

8 because it requires an intimate knowledge of the

9 facility. And there is no way around it. -

10 You have to have that knowledge and the

11 'engnieering support organization. Yes, you can hire

12 people to go out and crunch the numbers, but someone

13 must understand what he is doing to the system. You

14 have to have it at the maintenance and installation

15 engineering on site. You have to have it in the
,

|

16 operators.

17 And my earlier point is, as you change things,

18 the plant changes, and people have to be in a position

19 to accommodate that ch an ge . And it's not just change,

20 it's rate of change of change that can get them to a

21 position where they are not really sure about how the

22 plant operstes. Or, I don' t say they do that, I am

23 saying thoce is a potential there. And that is what I

(]) 24 am trying to address, the potential that doesn't need to

25 he there.
1
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(} 1 MB. RAY: There is the imposition of the

2 burden of at least retraining.

3 HR. EDWARDS: Absolutely. No question. A

O
4 little later I want to talk about the whole sequence of

5 installing a change and what that involves. And

6 retraining is key here.

7 We just had a plant come back out of an

8 outage, and the retraining manual was an inch and a half

9 thick, changes we had made on the plant. That is not

10 procedures; that is system descriptions and diagrams,

11 piping, wiring, logic, and so forth.

12 The operators have to learn that. They are

13 also the same guys who have to write the procedures.

14 They are also the same guys who are taking equipment in

15 and out of service, lining it up, handling the plant,

16 some of them working on the refueling floor. They are

17 going through all of these other activities. And still

18 you are right, they have to be trained.

19 There is, I guess, a theoretical optimum of

20 how much someone can learn at every step. But I think

21 the present process is pressing past that.

22 And at the risk of being redundant, I would

23 just like to list the characteristics of an improved

() 24 process that the operating plants see as necessary, and

25 I think some have been mentioned before. I will go

O
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(]) I through them quickly.

2 One was the burden of proof on the Staff. I

3 think we have a legitimate right to be presented with,()f

4 here is something we want you to do now, and here is why

5 we think it is important. That ought to be done in some

8 Systematic way with some standard kinds of ways of

7 looking at a proposal so that we can all agree that

8 these are considerations that have to be made, what the

e improvement really is, if it is risk reduction or if it

to is plant simalification or if it is improved reliability

11 of performance of certain kinds of equipment that ought

12 to be known.

13 What are the impacts and what are the costs?

, ) 14 Exposure of people to do tae work, to make the
|

15 ins talla tion . Financial impacts, direct and indirect.

16 What other requirements are out there that we have asked

17 You to do that this conflicts with? And the classic

18 conflict I think is fire protection, security, and

19 equipment qualification where there has got to be some

20 sense of balance. And I think the burden falls on the

21 regulator to make that balanca, not after we get into

22 all of these requirements falling down on the operating

23 plants to have to come back and say how do I qualify

(]) 24 this for that area now that I have closed it all up with

25 dampers and everything else, so that it is a different

O
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(} 1 environment than I started with? Or my operator needs

2 to get in there but it's locked now because it is a very

3 vital area.

) I

4 Those kinds of concerns, I think, were never

5 made before all of these requirements got out, and I

6 think that's an obligation.

7 HR. LEWIS: Can I ask a legal question? Do

8 you have in mind a recoursive process? That is to say,

9 obviously you agree you want to place the burden of

to proof on the Staff or the burden of demonstration of the

11 validity of the backfit requirement.

12 I can imagine a situation in whic'h the Staff

13 does an analysis to justify their position on a backfit,

14 but heaven forfend makes a mistake in calculation or

15 data. Do you hava in mind a recursive process in which

16 that will be fixed by mutual interaction, or do you have

17 in mind what I will nastily call a legalistic procedure

- 18 in which this fatal flaw invalidates a backfitting

19 requirement?

| 20 MR. EDWARDS: No. That was my third point.

21 There has to be a management control or appeal built in,

22 so the infarmation they have about a decision on the

23 plant can be brought to the Staff and say, look, this

() 24 doesn't apply to me and here is why.

25 And if they can't come in and explain why
|

O
|
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() 1 something should apply in a reasonable way, I don't

2 think they have a defensible case. And I am not looking

3 at it from the legal senses I as looking at it that in

O
4 the process that is one of the steps gone through, hey,

out there, you really feel that you are being5 you g> s

6 unduly put upon.

7 MR. LEWIS: Don't misunderstand me. I am just

8 caught in the toils of a legal morasse.

9 MR. COWAN Let me interrupt you on that. We

10 don 't envision that if the Staff makes a decision to go

11 forward on backfitting there would be some kind of legal

12 appeal process that we would go forward on that, in the

13 sense I think I understand your question.

14 MR. LEWIS: Thank you.

15 MB. BENDERS You are looking to engineering

16 reasons as opposed to legal reasons, technical

17 engineering reasoning?

18 MR. EDWARDS: Yes, sir.i

l
! 19 MR. COWANs Insofsr as the change, however,
i

20 would involve an amendment to a license, the present law

21 requires the opportunity to the utility f or a hearing.

22 So I suppose the utility could avail itself of that

i 23 opportunity for hearing. But we are not envisioning

() 24 that as part of the backfit reform. That situation

25 would not change.

()'
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(]) 1 MR. LEWISa Thank you.

2 MR. REMICK: The three examples you select --.

3 fire protection, safeguards, equipment qualification --

4 do you have any feeling if those were Staff-initiated or

5 Commission-initiated? I think you used those examples

6 where analysis was not necessarily done.

7 MR. EDWARDS I said the conflict between then

8 was not really gone through. I guess it was some of

9 each. I don't know. It's interesting in fire

10 protection that a branch technical position was written

11 that established positions on a number of topics and

12 established dates, and plants went out and complied, and

13 then a rule came out and invalidated all of the work

14 that had been done.

15 Ihe elsssic example is the oil collection

16 system for main coolant pumps in lieu of a fixed foam

17 suppression system which a number of people suggested.
|

| 18 NR. REMICK I could be completely wrong. My

|
19 understanding migh t be incorrect, but when the rule came

20 out, the Commission made major changes over what the

21 Staff had proposed and therefore licensees were caught

22 going ahead with whst they thought was going to be the

23 requirement; and it was changed.

() 24 MR. EDWARDS: It was more than kind of going

25 ahead with what you thought was the requirement. There
,

|

O
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1 was a great deal of impetus from the Staff to get on
/}

2 with getting some work done. And let me step back a

3 minute. You know, right after the Browns Ferry fire, I

O 4 know that my company had so3ebody down there for a week

5 and we formed a task force and we went at it pretty

6 vigorously on our plants because here was something we

7 really hadn't thought through.

8 And it is important and operating utilities

9 are not saying, well, forevermore I am safe. It is more

10 a case of I think we would like to play in the game,

11 too, and you have to slow it down a little bit so we can

12 pla y because we can 't respond.

13 In a minute I will talk about the cycle we

( have to deal with and the time frames which people may14

15 not always accommodate in their thinking about how they

16 are going to change something.

17 MR. BENDER: I hate to interrupt your

18 discussion, but it does seen important to remember that

19 the Browns Ferry fire occurred ,vnen, something like 10

20 Years ago.

21 MR. LEWIS: '74, wasn't it?

22 '. COWANs 1975, I believe.

| 23 MR. BENDER: And it as only last year that the
|

() 24 Regulatory Commission got to the point of imposing a

25 rule. And so there is a question of how fast one really

O
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(]) 1 sets around to making a judgment. Maybe 8 years or

2 whatever it is is a short time to some. Those people

3 who are concerned with the regulatory process say,

4 that's a pretty extensive period of debate. How do you

5 respond to that kind of criticism, which I think goes to

6 the heart of the issue?

| 7 NR. EDWARDS: I think some of the substance of

8 the rule is a little bit style, and the rule was finally

9 compiled from the list of differences that individual

10 plants had on a topic and a compilation of all of those

11 where the rules with the Staff saying, all right, now-

12 rou have to do every one of these regardless of

13 differences you claim about your plant, you have to do

14 all of these.

15 We have decided we have to do it, and

| 18 therefore we are going to do it. I think s lot of the

17 substantive changes for fire protection were made much

18 *ea rlier th sn ths t.

19 MR. BENDER: It is interesting, in some cases

20 licensees had agreed very early in life to accept some

21 of the requirements that wer still being debated last

22 year when the rule went forward. And that seemed a

23 little paradoxical to me even though I am very

() 24 sympathetic to the view you have taken.

25 MR. EDWARDSa Well, if you agree yuy should do

()
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1 something and what the Staff and you have worked out{}
2 seems reasonable, then you ought to go ahead and do it.

3 And I think the complaint I have in the letters people

O 4 have filed really is, hey, after you have done this, now

5 you have changed the requirement, and we don't think

6 tha t is f air.
i

7 MR. BENDERS But there are two kinds of

8 things. One is the agreed-upon fixes that were then

9 changed. I think that is legitimate complaint. And

10 then there is the one where the agreement on the fix

11 just went on and on and on, and there never was any

12 concurrenca. And I think that is a different kind of

13 position. And it is the latter one that I think I still

| ) 14 am a littia bothered by. People have thought it was

15 more convenient to argue a long time than to establish

16 some agreed-upon process.

17 MR. EDWARDS: I am searching in my mind to

18 pick out a specific of one of those things, and I

19 cannot. But in general, I think the basis people were

20 arguing was, this particular item on my particular plant

21 wasn 't as important as you say it is, and I disaaree.
1

22 MR. EENDER: I will pick a silly one. There

23 was an argument over what the test prressure should be

() 24 for the fire hoses. That is just plain arbitrariness.

25 But it was one that turned out to be a big argument for

O
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() 1 a long time. And somehow or another, I have wondered is
,

2 there any reason on the recipient's side concerning what
,

I 3 is important ani what is not important on a rule? How

4 are you going to get to this?

5 MR. EDWARDS 4 I an using a lot of time here,

6 and I want to cover some other things.

7 ER. BENDER: I will back off then.

8 MR. EDWARDS: Perhaps the test pressure for a

9 fire hose shouldn't be a rule. l

10 NR. BENDER: That's one way to look at it. Go |

||

| 11 shead.

12 ER. EDWARDSs All right. ;

! 13 MR. COWANs Let me add a comment. I think the

14 problem there is a question of how the process is

! 15 managed, and no sat of words. This backfitting rule or
|

16 any other backfitting rule will substitute for good

17 solid management of the process.

| 18 MR. LEWI9: That's right.

I
19 NR. BENDER: I am sorry, I will quit.'

20 NR. RAY: I think this is a commentary that

21 can apply to the whole operation of regulatory

| 22 procedures.
I

l 23 HR. COWANs I quite agree.

() 24 MR. EDWARDS I don't feel I have answered

25 you, but I want to go ahead and talk about a few other

O
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1 things.
.

2 MR. BENDER: Yes, go ahead.
'

,

3 MR. EDWARDS There were a couple of other,

! () {'

4 elements we felt needed to be incorpora ted. First of
i >

#5 all, all sources of backfitting have to go through th|a
.

8 process, not just some. So rulemaking and ordeid end D-
'') / / \

7 all of the interpretive kinds of requirements that come' '' \
,

guides, BTPs and stan,dard \'8 out in letters, bulletins, reg
'\,

9 review plans and unreviewed safety issues and those kind ^ , ' -

y['10 of things, NUREGs, all should receive similar treatment. s

11 And finally, as we said before, the neN
i

12 results should be some clear documentation that presents
(

13 a defensible conclusion, hopefully in some kind of value

( 14 impact or cost benefit space that people can come to' is.

Is i '

15 grips with.
~'t

,

18 I think it can be done. It probably is

17 imperfect, but I would offer the utility group proposal

18 on ATWS as a kind of model that incorporated the tools

19 that were available, the knowledge of the expenses of ,

20 the modifications by reactor type and some attempt at a - 3

| 21 gross estimate at the risk reduction as a consequence of
r ...

,

22 the modif1:s tion.
4

23 It did provide a basis for not only task force

() 24 analysis by the NRC Staff. But an independent

25 consultant came in and evaluated the report and

O
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I t' conc?i ded' that; the _ proposal was, for the most part, far

i \ / 2 more cost-effeci.ive ' than what had been proposed by the
, N.' i ,\

,

, ranged from 30 times down to 1.5 times\ 3 Staff. It

O ).
'
~ 8-

4') depending upon the reactor type. There was a draw on
'

s

s- ,

' d 'g B CP ch a ng s s . '$ s ; ( -

'' '

,-

s. s(e -
,

. , .
. . ,< ,

' '
8 So I think there is a possibility of going in.

s' '% ' /
'

2,

,' 7 tha t firection. And Tssensed some questions before, how
'

\ ) ,' f.
''i

,

, , 8 do you de,this in a ceneric sense. And I would offer
'/ g,

'

9 tha t ma y b6 a start'.
. +

h3,. BENDERa Again, it goes to the level of
'

', 10
'

t ,'.

effort needdd.,| ,11 ,

I t s , .

''
12 MR.'EDWAEDS4: Yes, sir.

.' : Is .
,

,t ,' 13 HR. BENDER: ATWS, like the fire protection
. i

'

, 14 rule, has a much longer history.
,

'/ 15 ER. EDWARDS: Yes.,

; g' - .i

I i,' l,'
16 (Laughter.)

,- t ..

17 MR. EDWARDS: But when you are getting down, ,

'; 18 and talking betvean $2 million and $8 million a copy for
t

i 19 modifications to a plant and you are off by 1.5 to 30
,

20 times, I think it warrants the attention.

21 MR. BENDER: Oh, I agree. But it is a matter
i

i$. 22 of how fast one gets to the matter of the hard

#

23 analysis. Most of the work that has been done that is

/ 24 usable has been done in the last 2 or 3 years.

25 MR. EDWARDS: That's right.i

O
.

.
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(} 1 MR. BENDER: And prior to that time it was

2 more a matter of, well, there still is some judgment as

3 to how important it is as a saf ety issue. And I think

O
4 we are going to have to look at the whole thing, not the

5 last increment. But when you get the decision, how much

t effort you are going to apply to reach a decision and

7 who is going to make the judgment. I think the

8 Regulatory Commission will always make the judgment.

9 But who provides the evidence is the thing ve

10 are debating here, and how to decide where to impose

11 thst requirement I think has to be thought through. And

12 I am still unclear that I know your logic, based upon

13 the 111ust ration you have provided me because ATWS

14 really I think the industry just refused to examine

15 until it finally got to the point where the Commission

! 16 was going to impose its own.

17 MR. EDWARDS: I offered it as an example of a

18 generi: kind of cost benefit. And one of the hazards of

19 going into examples is everyone usually has a lot of

20 opinions about the example. That was another reason I

| 21 didn't want to get into too much detail.
|

| 22 Let me jump ahead. I am not satisfying you.

23 I am sorry, but I am going to use up everybody's time

O 24 at-,

25 MR. BENDER: Jus' to emphasize a point I would

()i
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{} 1 11ke you to remember, timeliness is the important issue.

2 MR. EDWARDS: Yes.

3 ER. BENDER: It was the issue in the fire
| ()

4 protection rule, and it is the issue in ATWS. Unless

5 you can find some way to address the matter of how i'ast

6 to do the work and to what level of effort you have to

7 apply, then we won't sort it out at all.

8 MR. EDWARDS: There will always be

9 disagreements. And I think what I as trying to say is

10 that I think we can come down to the bases of our

11 positions a lot faster if there is a process there that

12 governs in some systematic way and everyone understands;

|
| 13 how it works.

14 Let me just say that the existing 50.109 does

15 not measure up very well with the se t of characteristics

16 I outlined, and the Regulatory Reform Iask Force

17 proposal seems to measure up pretty well. It does

I 18 astablish a standard for review, and I would think that
i

19 the ACRS would be very interested in having that

20 accomplished.

21 MR. REMICKs Do I interpret that to mean that,

22 the refo re , AIF's position is that they think a change to

23 50.109 is needed but only just a policy statement?

() 24 MR. EDWAEDS: No. A policy statement won't do

! 25 it.

| ($)
|

:
'
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(} 1 MR. COWAN4 We don't think a policy statement

2 will suffice. What the poli'r statement says basically

i 3 is enforce the present rule. He think that the history

| ()
4 has shown that that just does not work and that there is

5 a need to spell out further what analysis ought to be
1

6 made and who has the burden on that analysis and what
,

,

; i

I 7 the scope of the rule is in terms of backfitting in

8 order to have the rule.

9 So we f svor a changa in 50.109 and not merely

10 a policy statement.
;

11 MR. REMICK: And you don't propose legisla tive

i
12 change to accomplish that?

|
'

13 HR. COWANs We think the Commission has ample

14 authority to undertake administrative changes.

! 15 HR. LEWISa Bob Szaley is bursting to say

16 something.

17 MR. SZALAYa One thing in terms of your

18 schedule. We had hoped to go through the process of how

19 changes affect operating plants, and we also have a

20 presentation on plants under construction. And I hope

i 21 that we can get to those. And as a matter of fact, that

22 is the reason why from the beginning we stayed away from

23 the examples, because of the effect of not being able to

() 24 really concentrate on what we see as the most

25 significant problem, which is the collective impact on

O
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1 both the system of operation and the system of

2 construction to try and get the process under control

3 better in that respect.

O
4 MR. LEWIS 4 We have roughly till noon, so you

l
' 5 do your own traffic management, okay, instead of my

6 having to do it.

7 MR. BENDERS If we stop asking questions, that

8 vill be all right, but then we might not understand what

9 you are saying. We have to have some compromise.

10 MR. EDWARDS: Let me just make two general

11 points about the process of managing and implementing

12 changes at operating facilities.

13

O u

15
!
'

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

O 24

25

O
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1 The first is the implementation cycle is about
[}

2 14 to 16 months for the plant, and it turns on the |

3 availability of equipment in a lot of cases. The

O
4 nuclear business uses a lot of special equipment. So

5 the current tendency in the United States for

6 manufacturers not to keep very much on the shelf is

7 exacerbated even further by not wanting to keep this

8 special low volume type equipment on the shelf. And

g what the utility is usually faced with is the need to

10 vrite a set of specifications, get out to the vendors

11 and see how they can adapt what they have in their

12 catalogues and build it for you and get back to you.

13 And we are talking all kinds of equipment as time goes

O 14 on and on.

15 Just recently we had a plant go through an

16 outage. We had planned in the September-October 1991

17 time frame to put in some isolation valves, six

18 air-operated isolation stives. We went out for bids and

19 ve said we wanted them in the October-November time

20 frame of this year, and we couldn't get a bid from the

21 United Stater,. We finally found a vendor qualified in

22 Canada and did get the equipment in November, and it

23 constituted a critical path when we finally ended up.

(]) 24 The whole point is, one, the cycle is long.

25 The second point is the cycle is fairly complicated, and

O
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{} 1 it turns, again, on these people I mentioned

2 beforehand. We start right after an outage identifying

a the work that is going to be done for the next outage

O
4 and plannisg how that will be secomplished and what

5 might be able to be done in the interim, but task

6 identification, the scope and the concept of interaction

7 between engineering and operations to get a feasibility

8 reading out of the operational people, getting a sound

g concept, scoping it out in terms of cost snd going

10 through the administrative change of just financing and

11 funding this activity has to be done so we can then go

12 out and start long-term procurement.

13 Subsequent to that, detailed design and the

() review of that design, and that is a very intricate14

15 process, the engineering expertise on-site with the

16 operators, the maintenance people, trying to get a

17 wholistic view of how we are going to implement this
!

| 18 change on the site. The review and approval process is

jg fairly lengthy. It involves not only people who have

20 been working on it but their managements and the

21 operating-engineering chain and the various review

22 conmittees that are involved.

23 Then that leads to a release of a design

() 24 change, general procurement of not so long leadtime

25 equipment, materials. Hopefully, someone has thought

O
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1 about spare parts at this point. That is a requirement
[}

2 of the design change. Then craft labor procurement,

3 contracting with labor. Special training labor may be

O 4 needed to do this particular job. The writing of

5 installation and test procedures, and verification with

6 the designer that the testing is going to valida te what

7 he had designed.

8 The conduct of the installation and the test

g with appropriate verification along the way.

10 Development of operating procedures, surveillance

11 procedures. Post-implementation review of the

12 installation. Development of your training program.

13 And again, taking these people out of the work they are

14 doing during the outage and getting them into this

15 classroom to train them, making sure the maintenance

16 procedures have been revised and the surveillance

17 programs are updated and spare parts and tooling are

|
18 updated. Finally, drawing updates and the closeout of

,

1
19 documentation so that the as-built plant is represented 1

20 on paper because there is where your engineering work

21 starts again, on what has been transferred to paper.

22 So this whole process is a very involved one,

23 and it has been proceduralized as far as we can. I

(]) 24 think I speak in general, and we try to get as competent

25 people in all the key functions as possible. But what

O

1
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1 happens if you cose in and say we would like you to add{}
2 this item or do this other thing? Well, the same people

3 now have to go back and hopefully they will have an

O 4 opportunity to evaluate how this requirement might

5 impact overall, but if you tie a date to it, all they

6 can do is figure out how to jam this in with everything

7 else.

8 MR. BENDER: Let me offer a couple of

9 ob se rva tion s.

10 MR. EDWARDSs Yes, sir.

11 MR. BENDERa No one could expect the utility
,

12 industry to be prepared for the kind of massive

13 requirements that came out of TMI. I think it is

() 14 legitimate to say that the rate of accomplishment in

15 that case needed time, and people were optimistic as to

16 how long it would take.

17 At the same time, I think no utility can

18 afford to operate on the basis that it only starts its

19 planning process when the regulatory organization comes

20 in with a new requirement. It has to set up some

21 provision for continuing operational contingencies,
,

,

22 including regulatory questions, and it would seem to me

23 that if you are going to make the argument you are

() 24 making, you need to show there is some kind of

| 25 coatinuing capability that exists, some incremental

'

,
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1 skill within the organizations and it is fairly uniformO,

2 throughout them that can be used as a basis for the

3 regulatory staff being able to make a judgment as to how

4 long it would take to get things accomplished, because

5 at the moment the situation is always that when a new

6 requirement comes up, everyone says we don't have any

7 people on the payroll to work on tha t. They were

8 working on something previously and it suggests tha t

g maybe the :apability is marginal.

K) Somehow or another, I think you need to --

11 MR. EDWARDS: Go hire more people?

12 HR. BENDERa Well, you need to have enoughj

13 people to deal with contingencies that will always

() 14 arise. I don't know how large that complement ought to

15 be, but there have to be some people there, and the way

18 it is being dealt with righ t now is you rush in, you

17 hire an at:hitect engineer who doesn't know the plant,

18 and then you complain about the f act that it takes him a

19 long learning period to get there.

20 I don't see that the organizations themselves

21 are making enough allowance for the fact that these

22 contingencies will always arise, so that someone can

23 afford to say, well, even if there is a new problem,

24 Jiven s certain smount of time, we will sort it out.' ()
25 And there is some allowance for the peaks that

O
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() 1 inevitably show up even in non-emergency circumstances.

2 Is there a response to that?

3 HR. EDWARDS: One, I think we have always
O

4 demonstrated that somehow we have managed to get it

5 done. My point is it has been at the expense of wear

8 and tear on some pretty crucial people, and I don't

i 7 think it is necessary. There is an attempt, a

8 conceptual attempt, at least, to try to deal with a

9 longer term planning environment called a living

10 schedule. There is some initial attempts along that

11 line. I think that will go a long way.

12 There is continually a reassessment of

13 priorities of tssks, so you have some flexibility in

14 adjusting assignments. But what that means is you drop
|

| 15 out. You don't just keep adding them in. And there is

16 going to have to be a recognition that at some point'it

17 is too late to make that change unless it is really very

18 im porta n t. Admin, a more reasoned process. You can't

19 jus hire more people.

20 There is a rate at which you can accommodate,

21 I believe, and I think it is our corporate philosophy

| 22 there is a rate at which you can accommodate new people
l

23 and bring them up to your expectations in terms of your

() 24 standards of performance and knowledge about your

25 facility. You cannot always farm out the work. We must
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(]} 1 do that some, and there is a constant effort to balance.

2 That pretty well concludes my formal remarks.

3 MR. LEWISs Thank you very much. Do you want

O
4 now to press on to plants under construction?

5 MR. COWANs Harold, do youvant to go forward?

6 MR. BELL: Sure.

7 MR. LEWISs How many plants does Bechtel have

8 under construction at this point?

g MR. BELL (Sighing)

10 (Laughter.)

11 MR. LEWIS: Never mind. I sa sorry I asked.

12 MR. BELLS I as trying to understand how to

13 calculate Diablo Canyon and TMI.

14 [ Laughter.1

15 MR. LEWISs Diablo Canyon is closest to my

16 home, so count it.

| 17 MR. BELLS I would like to spend a few minutes

18 working through the flow of activity through an

ig engineering and construction schedule f or a typical

20 plant under construction, then to impose a backfit on

21 thst schedule and to discuss how the backfit would

22 affect that.

23 .1R. LEWIS: That would be useful.

({) 24 MR. BELLS I have some handouts you can use to

25 follow the discussion. I will lay one here and point as

O
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1 I talk. The schedule that I show here demonstrates how
[}

2 the various activities relate to each other and to a

3 . time scale which runs from, as I show it, minus 2-1/2

O 4 years before construction permit to about 8-1/2 years

5 af ter construction permit out to the operating license

6 stage.'

7 The major activities are shown on the

8 left-hand side. For each activity, there are two or

9 more line activities on the chart. The top line is

10 associated with engineering and procurement activities,

11 and the second four lines are associated with activities

12 in the field. The cumulative percent complete for

13 engineering and construction is shown just below the

() 14 chart. Basically, the engineering effort can be divided

15 into three phases, as I have shown across, I guess, the

16 aiddle of the chart. There is nothing magic about the

17 demarcation from one phase to another. They will blend

18 and merge, but basically they occur as I have shown them

19 here.

20 The first phase is a design and procurement

21 phase, and during this phase, the design basis for the
i

!

22 plant design is set. The plant design is developed and

23 equipment is developed through purchase specification

() 24 and purchase orders. Some of the activities that go on

25 during this phase include preparation of site layout.

t
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1 Detailed system designs are developed, piping layouts
[

,

2 are started, and the majority of the specs have been

3 completed, reviewed and issued for bid by the CP stage.

O
4 Now, issuing specs at this point requires that

5 we have established by them the design basis for the

6 systems, the systems detailed design, the PNIDs and the

7 operating characteristics of the systems and the major
|

8 components.

9 The second phase is called design and

10 implementation phase and evaluation phase, and during

11 this phase we are getting out of the design development

12 stage and starting to evaluate the designs as a whole,

13 if you will, instead of as a sum of their parts. During

() 14 this phase, we are accomplishing evaluations to make

15 sure we have properly handled the interface requirements

16 between systems snd between the different entities

17 involved in the plant design, that we have supported the
,

1

| 18 commitments made in the PSAR and tha t we ar'e doing

jg evaluations that will support development of the FSAR.

20 The activities that are high profile during

21 this period include we are having a lot of interaction

22 with vendors through vendor drawing review. We are

23 starting our hazards analysis, which includes things

('% 24 like two over one, hydrogen line break, flooding,
V

25 missiles, seismic evaluations, equipmen t qualifications,

O
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(} 1 those things that involve evsluating systems effects

2 upon other systems and the total plant design as a whole.

3 Construction progress. By the middle of the

O
4 period, construction progress in the field has pretty

5 such set the major structural details. The foundation

6 load capabilities are set and the seismic response

y spectra is set by virtue of having poured the

8 foundations and exterior walls. During the latter parts

9 of this phase, we fed back the modifications resulting

10 from the hazards analysis into the plant design and

11 avsluation, started cable tray routing and the

12 completion of pouring for interior walls and floors,

13 along with the installation of equipment has pretty well

14 set the separation, the fire, the radiation and the

15 security zones and zone characteristics, and Engineering'

i

16 is starting to spend a significant portion of its time

17 in support of activities in the field as opposed to

18 activities within its own home office.

39 The third phase, which extends out to

20 operating license, is called field support, as-built

21 Vetification. Ducing this phase, the initial design and

22 evaluation aspects are pretty well complete and most of

23 the engineering activities revolve around field work,

| (]) 24 field activities. We are resolving interferences that

25 come out of field vock and any other field problems that

)
,

I

|
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I crop up. We are factoring field-iniated changes back)
2 into the design and the design evaluation, and we are

3 vecifying as-built configurations.

O
4 Activities include, during the first part,

5 construction is shif ting f rom the bulk installation of

6 components such as piping and valves into systems

7 Completion mode. Construction openings are being

8 closed. We are starting to turn over some lead systems

9 to startup for testing. By year 6 or 7, the main switch

10 gear has been energized, and the documents that reflect

11 as-builts have been updated to reflect the as-built

12 conditions in the field. And by the 8 to 8-1/2 year

13 points, stsetup tasting has been completed on those

() 14 systems required for fuel load and the permanent plant

15 staff is preparing for fuel load and low power testing.

16 That is generally the flow of information.

17 Wha t I would like to do now is define a hypothetical

18 backfit and discuss some of the ways a backfit would fit

19 into the schedule. They hypothetical backfit I have

20 defined is one that is, say, an external cleanup loop to

21 expedite cleanup of the coolant system after an incident

22 involving fuel damage, for example. This would be a

23 fairly simple system schematically. It would involve a

() 24 pump to circulate the fluid, a filter to remove

25 particulates, a demineralizer for ion exchange, and a

O
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1 heat exchanger to drop the fuel temperature prior to{}
2 entering the demineralizer.

3 The fuel losd would be small, the components

O
4 would be small, and we could fit the systems components

S into a floor area roughly 50 to 75 square feet, and all

6 those spaces always at a premium this late in the game.

7 Finding a place to put these components wouldn't be a

8 bi7 problem associated with implementing the backfit.

g looking at the points on the schedule that

10 would be impacted by working on the backfit, I would

11 like to circle those points on the schedule as I discuss

12 them. From an installation aspect in the fj eld,

13 virtually all the lines on the construction side would

() 14 be affected. We would have equipment delivery and

15 installation for mechanical, for piping and valves, for

16 instrumentation, and electricals and for construction,

17 we wouldn't be involving excavatation, reb a r

18 installation or any exterior walls, but we would be

. 19 modifying interior walls and floors to provide

20 fonundations for tha aquipment, floor drills, imbeds for

21 pipe hangers and that sort of thing.

22 If I could start with the disciplines and work

23 backwards through the need for information back to the

() 24 procurement cycle, I would like to do it that way.

25 Civil activities would involva adding foundation

O
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1 anchorages and imbeds ,in the wall for the pipe supports,(}
2 whip restesints, hanger supports, et cetera, and also

3 core drilling through valls and floors to provide

O 4 routing space for the pipe and conduit, and that would

5 affect the civil sctivities back in the yes minus one

6 and zero. .

i
! 7 It would also be evaluating the effects of the

8 core drills and restraints on the valls and floors from

9 a structural capability standpoint, which would affect

10 them at about yast plus one, and they would be

11 evaluating the effects of the pressurization resulting

12 f rom pipe break from this system on the valls, floors

13 and doors which would impact them at about year plus

() 14 three. And in order to perform these evaluations, they
l

15 would neel input from the systems people and the

16 physical design disciplines, such as piping and cable

17 tray routing. Piping then would need to perform a

18 stress analysis to identify break locations in the new

19 line, which would impact it at about year minus one.

20 They would also need to reevaluate the
,

1

21 stresses in the system that this system ties into

22 because tying in a new system and rearranging stress

| intensities and stress distributions in the old system23

(]) 24 could very well change break locations in that system.

25 They would also need to perform restraint design and

O
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t procurement activities, which would occur at about plus
[}

2 one on their design cycle.
'

3 The systems people would be analyzing hazards

O
4 effects. Some of the things impacted would be hydrogen

5 line breaks, whip restraints, equipment qualifications,

6 two over one. Some of the circuits that supply the new

7 containment isolation valves would be factored into

8 Appendix R, Separation. Those types of evaluation. So

9 that would impact the systems people at about year plus

10 one. It would also be adding systems to deck these

11 failures, such as pressure sensors or flooding sensors,

12 which would impact them at about year minus one.

13 They would be performing shielding evaluations

() 14 to evaluate the impact of the nev lines on the access

15 that operators have to the plant after an accident and

16 how well they are able to move around in the areas that

17 are now high radiation areas because of the new lines

18 that have been added. That would occur in about year

1g zero. They would also be evaluating the heat load

20 affects on the hasting, ventilation and air conditioning

21 systems, cooling water systems and power distribution
|

22 systems. They would typically have to add a sump and a

23 sump pump in the rooms with this system to handle the

() 24 fluid that would leak after a critical crack or pipe

25 break becaase the normal floor drains that would be

()'
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1 routed to a clean floor drain system wouldn't be{}
2 appropriate for handling the radioactive fluid circling

3 outside containment. That would tie us back in to year -

O 4 minus one.
|

5 Cable tray routing, instrumentation logic

6 design and routing would also affect us at about the

7 year one-half. There would be additions to the main-
,

8 control board to handle the containment isolation valves

9 involved. There would also be tie-ins to the plant

10 computer in order to get the information needed for the

| 11 systems people to perform these types of evaluations.

12 We would need component data which goes into the

13 procurament cycle. Data we would need would be things

() 14 like weights, dimensions, pc'ver requirements, control

15 logic, opera ting cha racteristics, et cetera.

16 What I have done is tabulate the lead times

17 for the major components in the system, which, in

18 addition to the pump heat exchange filter and

19 demineralizer I discussed earlier, would include things

20 lit e the sump and sump pump air handling unit for added

| 21 HVAC and the containment isolation valves. The lead
22 times range from a maximum of 84 weeks to a minimum of

23 40 weeks, and normally the vendor information that we

24 would need to perform the design evaluation is available()
25 at about the 25 parcent point in the procurement cycle,

()
i
r

:
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{} 1 so that says for the long lead item we would get the

2 vendor information at about week 21, and for the short

3 lead item, at about week 10.

()
4 We would also need some bulk material such as

5 the piping and pipe sapport material and cable and

6 instrumentation power cable, relay panels, and the lead

7 time for those components range from a high of 77 weeks

8 to a low of about 38.

9 In addition to the discipline-oriented effects

10 on the schadule, there would be some peripheral effectsj

! 11 on other systens and considerations. One would be a

; 12 revision to the plant cooling water systems to
!

13 accomsodate the heat loads. Another would be adding

() power supplies, both safety and nonsafety, for the14

15 nonsafety components, such as the pump for the safety

16 components, such as containment isolation valves.

17 We would be revising the in-service inspection

18 progras to include these components and also to make
,

I
'

sure that routing these components would not preclude19

20 access to in-service inspection wells and valves we

21 already had in the program. We would be revising plant

22 tesining asnumis, startup test procedures for both the

23 new and the systems the system ties into, and we would

() 24 be revising tech specs, which are activities that occur

25 toward the end of the cycle.

O
i

I
|
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!

{} 1 We would be adding a system to pump the

2 c aSioac tive rasins from the demineralizer back to a

3 dewatering and drumming station and also adding a system
l O

4 to load fresh resins into the domineralizer. We would
i

5 also have to add a system or at least lay out a pathway

6 to get a filter shield to the filter in order to allow

7 us to shield the depleted filter when we remove it and

8 take it to the drumming station, and we would have to

9 resolve the licensing issues probably f airly early in

to the effort.

I 11 And what that shows when you look at it is

12 thst we have really gone back and hit the design process'

13 pretty much in a smeared concept from front to end, and

) instead of being able to -- well, your poin t is well14

15 taken about we need to factor in capability to

16 accommodate these. We try to anticipate these and lay

17 out procelares to handle them as best we Osn, but I

18 think your comment pertaining to the deluge of backfit

19 requirements, if you will, after THI is also well

20 t ak en. That is the thing that highlighted the problems

21 that occurred when we swamped the capabilities we do

22 have.

23 This backfit shows several points on the

() 24 graph. If we tried to at the same time consider several

'

other backfits that might be going on at the same time,25

Io
|
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1 we get some synergistic effects starting to emerge in

2 which we may be treating the design of a support system

3 like the diesel generator, power supply system or

O 4 cooling water systems at this point in the cycle for one

5 backfit, this point in the cycle for another backfit,

6 and back here for another backfit. And in things like

7 hazards analysis, we are trying to evaluate the effects

8 of a pipe break on a system which itself may be being

9 tweaked in several places with backfits. And what we

10 end up doing is losing the ability to adequately

11 evaluate the effects of these multitudinous changes at
.

12 the same time on the plant design ss 1 whole.

13 HR. BENDER: You point out something which I

() think anyone who has been through an engineering process14

15 understands quite well, that the pervasiveness of change

16 affects everything right along the line. It doesn 't

17 just affect something at the end. One of the things

18 that has been* pressed for very hard in the

19 standardization concept is that it will reduce the

20 number of times you have to interject things.

21 I know your organizstion well enough to knov

22 you are not the leading proponent of standardization.

23 What is your present view of this tying in of

() 24 standardization to the one-stop licensing concept?

| MR. BELLS I think it would have a lot of25

(
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(} 1 benefits. That has been borne out by observing some of

2 the reactor programs in France, for example,,and Japan.

3 While you are right, from a corporate standpoint we

O
4 don't plov a lot of money into standardization because

5 we don't see a market for it in the timeframe that would

,
6 make present standard design still viable. I have

|
| 7 looked at the programs in France, for example, where

8 they are typically able to get a reactor on line in 6 to

9 6-1/2 years, and the way they do it is take a site,

10 decide they are going to put four reactors there, and,

11 by golly, they cookie cutter them out right down the

12 line. They don't have any intervention, they don 't have

13 any changes to design from the time they ar e committed

() 14 on paper, and they are able to live with that concept.

15 NR. LEWISs They get rocket attacks

16 occasionally.

17 NR. BELL: That's right.

18 MR. EDWARDS Wha t is a rocket atte ;k?

19 MR. BELL: Let's see, that's your 2-1/2.

20 [ Laughter.]

21 But I do agree standardization will help a

22 lot. It will provide -- one thing it will do, very

23 obviously, is provide feedback to plants earlier in the

() 24 system of the exact impact of changes coming down the

25 line.

)

|
'

|
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1 MR. BENDER: Some of the higher level people

2 in the Nuclear Regulatory Commission suggest that the

3 standardization ef fort ough t to be led by the nuclear

O
4 steam supply vendors. Do you share that? Is that a

5 view of tha AIF?

6 ER. COWAN I don't know if the AIF has a

7 unified view on that since we represent a lot of

8 different views.

9 NR. BENDERS Given that you don't have 2 view,

10 how would you go about getting one?

11 MR. SZALAYs We are in favor. We have

12 submitted --

13 MR. LEWISs Go ahead. Bob.

() 14 MR. SZALAY: We have submitted comments on the

15 NBC Task Force proposal on legislation, and I don't have

16 a copy with me, but it pretty much states AIF's position

17 and EET and ANEC's position, basically an industry

18 position. There are several things we are looking for.

19 One is stage licensing, the ability to have standard

20 designs but not just whole plant designs but standard

21 designs that can be submitted by both the vendor and an

22 AE.

23 So I would say ou r position right now is to

24 have flexibility in the use of standardization. And()
25 whether it is led by a vendor, an AE or a utility, the

O
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1 systen should accommodate this.

2 MR. BENDER: How is that different from what

3 exists now?

O
4 HR. SZALAYa What exists now, we do not have

5 the capability or at least the confidence that we have

6 the capability to go through-a process in one stage such

7 that, having committed all of the resources to get to

8 the final design, we have confidence that that final

9 design, with all the investment going into it, will.be

10 able to be built in a way that gives us the benefit of

11 tha t investmant. And we need some assurance in terms of

in the ability that the NRC can follow through with this

13 final design so we can build it as designed snd build it

() 14 in seven or eight years instead of 10, 12 or 14.

15 MR. BENDER: There is a view I have heard

18 expressed that the level of detail that some people

17 would like to have in order to accept this one-stop

18 basis is a great deal more extensive than some people
,

19 believe is practical. What is the right answer? Can

20 You get enough detail?

21 MR. SZALAY: We have a specific subcommittee

22 on standardization that is right now working on

23 developing a proposal for a format and content guide

(]) 24 tha t should go into such an approval process. Very

25 briefly, taa level of detail does fall somewhere between

O
.
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1 what is needed in a PSAR and what is needed in an FSAR,

2 and depending upon the system and depending upon whether

"

3 it is a vendor and AE systea, that level of detail

O 4 moderates.

5 Ihe parcentage of design completion that we

6 hear is in the vicinity of 50 to 60 percent design

7 completion. I think a very important part that you

i 8 should get out of the chart, though, as you look at it,

g even though this chart, by the way, represents a plant

10 that vss started in the '72-73 time frsae going forward

11 right now, the percentage in design completion there is

| 12 about 35 parcent lesign complete. People are saying for

13 a one-stage process we would like to get in the 50 and

14 60 percent vicinity, but percentage of design is very

15 aisleading in teras of its interpretation.

16 If you will notice, basically all of the
!

17 specification and all of the bases and all of the design

'

18 criteria are established or the groundrules for the

19 design are established by the point in time where you
,

20 get your construction permit, and in this particular

21 case some of them even overlap into the first year or

| 22 two of construction but with a greater percentage design '

|
1

| 23 complete.
|

24 I think we will be in a position to supply

25 enough information to establish all of the groundrules

!

O
|
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; 1 so we can go forward and build these plants with

2 confidence if they are going to be built as we say they

3 are going to be built. We think it is doable.

O'

4 MR. COWANs The Nuclear Standardization Act of

i 5 198 2 as originally proposed by the Regulatory Reform

6 Task Force talked in its section-by-section analysis of

7 a requirement for an essentially complete final design

8 in order to have the benefits of standardization and
t

9 one-stop licensing and so forth. We took the position

10 in our comments to the Commission when they were invited

11 that the standard which calls for an essentially

12 Complete final design was more than either was necessary

13 or, indeed, practical in terms of going forward with

O tandardization, nd ie that was the test, we didn t see14

15 how the purposes of the proposed act if it were passed
+

16 into law would ever be carried out.

17 MR. BENDER Is this definition you are trying

18 to get of what should be available involving a dialogue

19 with the regulatory organizations?

20 MR. SZALAYa We have some preliminary
,

21 contact. Pat?

22 MR. HIGGINSa I think we can answer that. We
.i.

23 have not had any kind of extensive dialogue with them "

Q 24 yet but we intend to do tha t. Our schedule called for

25 the development of this level of detail sometime within

O
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1 the next few months, and we intend to issue --
)

2 MR. BENDERS Do you think it would be wise to

3 have that dialogue before Congress had to act on

O 4 incorporating something into this one-stop licensing?

5 NR. SZALAYa The Congress shouldn't bei

6 involved in the level of detail that goes into an

7 application, certainly, and I don't think you are
,

8 proposing that.

9 MR. BENDER: No, but I as suggesting knowing

10 you have an agreement with the Staff sight be of some

11 value.

12 MR. COWAN: We have had some dialogue with the

13 Staff in terms of not precisely what the level of detail

() 14 ought to be but in terms of it should not be what is

i 15 required in an FSAR, for example, or anything close to
1

16 what is required in an FSAR. We have had that dialogue

17 both at the technical level and the legal level.

18 MR. BENDER: Let me throw one more in. I

19 think the approach you are using is one I would use and

20 I certainlY would favor it, but there is a viewpoint

21 that says there is too much emphasis on one-stop
,

i 22 licensing as being all right because that fixes the

m
23 design and there is not enough emphasis on the'

() 24 capabilities of the operating organization, which is the

'
25 thing beinc focused on when the operating license is

|
'

()
,

-

.
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(} 1 granted.

2 I haven't heard very much in the dialogua here

3 this morning, either from the regulatory staff or you

O
4 people, as to what commitments the operating

i 5 organization makes at the time it is granted s one-stop

6 license and how you perceive that part of it should be

7 addressed. I think res11y somewhere along the way that

8 should be presented. In fact, I have never been

9 uncomfortable with the design but I have been somewhat

10 surprisad of late at how ill prepared some of the

11 operating organizations are to absorb their *

12 responsibilities when the time came to press the

13 buttons. I think the public is becoming aware of this

() 14 and I think you ought to have some position on it.

15 MR. HIG3 INS: I suspect all of that will be

16 covered during our discussions with the Staff as we work

17 out this level of detail, and this, as I said, will take

18 place within the next few months. So I am sure it will

19 occur before Congress takes any action on sny

20 legisistion.

21 MR. COWAN If I understand our time frames,
,

22 we have about 20 minutes left, and perhaps it would be

23 appropriate to go away from backfitting -- I am sure we

() 24 could spend considerable more time in the backfitting

25 area -- and turn to the other aspects.

O
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1 HR. LEWIS 4 Well, you should do your own
{)

i
2 traffic management. |

3 HR. COWANs All right. The other aspect of

O 4 administrative licensing reform is the hearing process.

5 We think that the hearing process has failed to function
i

6 properly and has been failing to function properly for

7 quite some time. Last year in November Marcus Bowden

8 wrote a paper published by the AIF entitled " Achieving a

9 Nore Effective Licensing Process: Bacic Reform Within

10 Existing Law," in which he suggested some of the

11 consequences of the failure of the hearing process.

12 He suggested in there, and we agree, that some

13 of the consequences have been unnecessary delays, some

() direct costs and some hidden costs, such as diversion of14

15 technical resources of the Commission and of the
16 applican ts f rom other needed saf ety activities, and tha t

17 there has been a preoccupation with procedure. One of

18 the things that needs to be done, we think, with the

19 h e a ring process is to delegalize it, to have less

20 legality in the hearing process. I don't mean less due

21 process by that. I am not suggesting less due process

22 but less a formalisti: lawyers approach to the problems.

23 In addition, one of the consequences has been

(]) 24 to place the regulstory staff in an advocate's position,

25 and we think that has undermined public confidence in

O
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1 the objectivity of the agency as a whole and it has

2 isolated the Commissioners from the technical staff,

3 which, after all, is the main repository of safety

O 4 knowledge in the Commission.

5 Hearing reform for us falls within six major

6 areas that we think are important, but before I go

7 throug those areas, let me say something very briefly

8 about the philosophy we see behind the hearing process.

9 There are three at four fundamental premises involved in

10 that philosophy. First of all, we think licensing

11 hearings should have as their sole legitimate function
|

12 the resolution of disputes put into issue by the

~

13 parties. We think that is the only function legitimate

() 14 for the hearing process. We think it is improper to

15 view the process as another layer of technical review.

18 We think it is misleading to review it as another layer

17 of technical review. We even call it a cruel hoax to

18 call it a. layer of technical review.

19 There are other mechanisms available to

20 consider questions tha t might linger in the minds of the

21 hearing board or the appeal board, but the hearing |

22 process itself we think should be limited to resolving

23 issues properly placed in dispute.

24 Secondly, we think that with respect to the()
25 resolution of those disputes, the purpose of the hearing

O
|
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1 should be to decide the disputes in an expeditious

2 manner, with the goal of enhancing the safety of the

3 nuclear plan t, as opposed, perhaps, to the goal of

O 4 creating a perfect record, for example.

5 Third, we think the time has come to recognize

6 in the hearing process that it is the Commission that

7 represents the public interest and not the participants

8 in the hearing process, neither the intervenors, who are

9 sometimes called "public interest groit;s," or the

10 applicants.

11 And fourth, as I mentioned earlier, we think

12 to the maximum extent possible the licensing process

13 shoul be made less legalistic within the confines of the |

14 c'equirements of the statute and the requirements of due

i 15 process.

16 Row, with those sort of philosophical points

17 in mind, we havs looked at and reviewai six areas for

18 revision of the hearing process. Let me tick those off
i
'

ig and then I will =ome back to them. First, the hearing

20 format; second, the role of the Staff in the hearing
I

21 process; third, the threshold for contention'

22 admissibility in the hearing process, how contentions

23 get in; fourth, the so-called sua sponte rele; fifth,

l 24 what the lawyers would refer to as the application of
|

25 res judicata to the process; and sixth, reform in the

: O
|

!
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1 area of the ex parte rule and separation of functions.
[}

2 Some of these overlap, of course, but those

3 are the six areas we have looked at in terms or revising

O
4 the hearing process. There are a number of other points

5 we would revise in the process, but they more or less go

6 along with these or constitute technical changes to the

7 process.

8 let me start out with the hearing format. We

9 do not have and I cannot represent we have unanimity

10 even among the lawyers with respect to how the hearing

11 format should be changed, but I think it is f air to say

12 that the majority of us feel that adjudicatcry hearings

13 are not the best methods of arriving at sound technical

() 14 decisions; that certainly full adjudicatory hearings all
:

15 of the way through the process are not the best method

16 of arriving at sound technical decisions.

17 Accordingly, at least the majority of our
,

18 committee now supports the concept of a hybrid hearing

ig format, which is similar to but not exactly the same

20 format that is suggested by the Regulatory beform Task

21 Force. Su:h a format, we think, would combine elements

22 of a legislative hearing with an opportunity for

23 adjudicatory hearings.

(]) 24 As we view it, the format could be adopted

25 such tha t in the initial stages, any person would be

()
|
|
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(} 1 antitled to submit in writing to a hearing board 'any

2 information or any challenge it had with respect to the

3 license application and perhaps would be permitted to

()'

4 sake oral statements to the board. We would not view

5 any cross-examination as being allowed at this first

r, stage, but the licensing board would be able to question

7 any person who made such a written submission.

! 8 There could be some other procedural add-ons,

g pcchaps. There should be, for example, authority to

10 allow people to suggest to the licensing board what

11 questions they would like to see the board ask. If

12 someone participates in the legislative phase of the
!

13 hearing, as we view it, an opportunity would then be

) 14 allowed for that person to request adjudication if there

15 is a genuine and substential issue of fact, and we would
i

16 have the procedures contain a provision for a high

17 threshold in order to obtain adjudication, including the

18 desonstratiod that the resolution of those outstanding

19 issues would be substantially assistei by adjudication.

20 NR. BEMDE3a Excuse me. Just as a matter of

21 clsrification, the hearings now cover both safety and

22 the broader NEPA requirements.

23 MR. COWAN4 That's right.

() 24 HR. BENDER: Are you thinking of these kind of

I 25 requirements for both?

O
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1 MR. COWAN: We are thinking of these kind of
{)

2 requirements for both.

3 Under the law, the procedures that an agencyt

4 puts into place f or its own organic statutory*

5 implementation are the procedures it is to adopt for

6 NEPA, so if these are appropriate to safety, they would

7 be fully applicable in the environmental sphere. We

8 have not resolved bat there has been some suggestion

9 that decisions on whether to permit adjudication and

to what those issues are ought to be handled either by the

11 Commission itself or by a single board. In other words,

12 we think and I think, our entire committee thinks that

13 the complex technical issues might first be better

() analyzed in a non-adjudicatory context with limited14

15 adjudicatory rights, and we have looked at what is done

16 in other countries and we find, at least in the western

17 world, with the limited exception of some procedures in

18 Germany, we are the only country in the world where

19 adjudicatory procedures are used to decide whether or

20 not to licanse nuclear plants. We perceive that we

| 21 don 't have all the wisdom in the world, and we think

22 that a process involving a non-adjudicatory component

23 where we think most of the issues would be handled would

24 make more sense.,

25 Let me turn next to the Staff's role in the

O
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/~} 1 hearing process. We are in favor of substantially
b

2 altering the Staff's role in the hearing process. We

3 are in favor of removing the Staff entirely as a party

O
4 to all NRC reguistory proceedings for the granting,

5 amending or taking of actions other than suspension or

6 revocation actions with respect to any license or

7 construction permit or application to transfer a license.

8 MR. BENDERa Does that mean no Staff testimony

9 at hearings?

10 HR. COWANa It does not. It means the Staff is

11 not a party to the proceeding. We would redefine the

12 cole of the Staff in connection with the hearing process

13 to provide for input from the Staff as appropriate in

14 order to make sure that there in an adequate hearing

15 record or to assist the licensing boards in connection

16 with their consideration of matters. But the Staff would

17 provide testimony, as we view it, only in two

18 circumstan:ess one, where it believed that it was

19 necessary to provide testimony to take a position on
|
'

20 something that was being presen ted by the a pplicant or

21 by an intervenor and it was concerned about the way the

| 22 record migh t develop.
|

23 We would not want the Staff to feel that an

() 24 applicant and intervenor could get together, decide on

25 trsde-offs of how certain things should be handled, and

()
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1 present that to a licensing board without the Staff{}
2 having the opportunity to come in and provide

3 testimony. So on its own initiative in selected cases

O 4 it could provide testimony. In addition, if the

5 licensing board so requested. we think there ought to be

6 an opportunity for the Staff provide testimony through

7 the licensing board's request if the licensing board

8 believed there would be a useful function served by such

9 testimony, and again , we would envision that not to be

10 used very often.

11 In the area of NEPA, there would be some need

12 for the Staff to provide testimony at least with respect

13 to the Staff's environmental impact statement. That

14 would be an area we would have to have in order to
15 comply with the requirements that it is the agency's

16 environmental assessments that are important and not the

17 assessments of the applicant.

18 58. LEWIS: For the safety issues, you were

i gg thinking acre in i friend of the court role than as a

| 20 party.

21 MR. COWAN: Precisely. The Staff would be, if

22 you will, a sourca that the licensing boards could call

23 upon if they felt that tha t was appropriate, and some of

() 24 the suggestions have gone so far as to suggest the

25 interplay of how that resource would be triggered, how

O
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1 use of that resource would be triggered.{)
2 NR. REMICK: Couldn't both of those lead to

3 delay, whether the licensing board requested it or the

O 4 Staff thought it necessary, because you might not know

5 tha,t until you had the testimony of intervenors and

6 applicants, and at that point either the licensing board

7 or the Staff feels, gee, we have got to get something

8 more into the record. That means the Staff has to go

9 back and prepare that. And I assume it would give the

10 parties an opportunity to rebut that.

11 NR. COWANs There is a potential for delay in

12 that regard, but our experience has been frequently the

13 thing that is the pacing item on getting into the

() hearings themselves is the unavailability of Staff14

15 documents or Staff positions.

16 MR. REMICK: In recent years that is true.

17 MR. COWANs And we don't see that this would

18 lead to any substantial additional delays over that. In

19 sidition, as we would envision it, the Staff would be

20 monitoring what is going on in the hearings. It

21 wouldn't, because it is not a party in the hearing

| 22 process, stay away until someone pickad up the phone and

23 said, say, we want you to come down here. They would be

(]) 24 sonitoring the situation.

25 MR. REMICK: Well, it wouldn't be the case --

O
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1 well, they might know ahead if they differed with the
[

2 applicant from the start. They would know that they

3 probably should. Eat in the case where someone comes in

O 4 and the applicant gives, let's say, incorrect evidence

5 and the licensing board does or does not know it is

6 incorrect, the Stsff might feel at that point we better

7 correct the record, the licensing board any make the

8 wrong decision. It seems to me at that point it could

g lead to delay.

10 MR. COWANs That's right, there is a potential

11 for delay, but we have looked at that against the

12 current potential and we come up with the view that that

13 is not a sufficiently strong reason to maintain the

14 Staff as a party because we see'some real advantages ifi

|
15 the Staff is not a party in the proceeding.

16 Dr. Bender?

17 ER. BENDER: How do you perceive the SER being

18 used in this arrangement? The Staff writes an SEE which

| 19 represents its collective view of the acceptability of a

20 plant. Would that just be a piece of evidence laid out

21 for the hearing board?

I

22 MR. COWANs As we see it, tha t would be a

23 document automatically placed before the hearing board

(]) 24 under certain modifications of the rules that that would
25 be required, and that would just be another piece of

()
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1 evidence there. It should be up to the applicant,
/}

- 2 especially in the safety area, to carry tha burden that

3 the plant is in fact safely designed or will operate

O
4 saf ely if it is constructed the way it is supposed to

5 be. So the applicant's burden, as indeed it is now, is
!

8 to carry the safety showing.

7 HR. BENDER: Let.me just get the point clear

8 in my mind. If the intervenor chose to challenge the

e statements in the SER, who defends the SER? Does the

10 applicant defend it or does the Staff come in and

11 reinforce its judgments?

12 MR. C3WAN: It could be either but it would

13 not be necassary for the Staff to come in and defend the

() 14 statements. What should be at issue in the proceeding

15 should be the technical underlying issue, not the

18 adaquacy of the Staff review as reflected in the SER.

17 MR. BENDER: Hell, Staff judgments are usually

18 involved.

19 HR. COWANs Or not the adequacy of the Staff

20 judgment. If the applicant, as in many cases that I am

21 familiar with, can, he should come forward and present

22 the technical basis as to why his position is correct,

23 which presumably would encompass why the Staff has

| () 24 reached the right determination in the SER.

25 MR. BENDER That is an interesting approach.

O
I
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1 So many times I have heard licensee applicants say we
{~}

2 are doing it that way because that is the Staff

3 requirement. You are going to have to defend the Staff
7,

(_) 4 requirements if you take that position.

5 HR. COWAN: It is true that licensee

6 applicants say that, but when it comes down to the

7 actual hearings, and I have been involved in 25 or 30 of

8 them, when it comes down to the actual hearings, what

9 you find in most cases is the applicant is defending the

10 Staff position.

11 MR. BENDERS As long as you think you can do

12 it, I won't quibble about it.

13 MR. CDWANs It may not be in all cases. There

() 14 may be some cases where it cannot and it would require

15 Staff input. But we think overall the perception of the

16 Staff as a proponent of the license and as lacking

17 objectivity would be eliminated or substantially removed

18 if the Staff were not a party. In addition, we think

19 removing the Staff as a party of the proceeding would

20 stop the present situation where there seems to be a

21 lack of free flow of information f rom the Staff up to

22 the Commission because of various rules in place.

23 And the Staff, as a party to the proceeding,

() 24 has made it very difficult for the Commission to

25 exercise appropriate oversight coming down on the Staff

(
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4

1 and to provide appropriate direction for regulatory

2 staff activities, because if the mattar is within the

3 ambit of hea rings on a particular plant, it is difficult

4 f or the Commission as the decisionmaker to tell the

5 Staff as a party to the proceeding how it wants the

6 overall process to go forward.

7 So we see a lot of advantages, not only in the

8 perception area, the Staff having a different role in

9 the hearing. For all of those reasons, plus the f act
_

:0 that we think with the Staff out of the hearing as a

11 party there will be a lessening of the drain of Staff

12 resources that now flows toward the hearing process, for

13 all of those reasons, we think the Staff role should be

() 14 raiefined in the hearing process.

| 15 I guess I have just about run out of time.

16 MR. LEWIS 4 Our agenda says that we run until

17 12: 15 with discussion. I will rule that we have just

18 had part of our discussion and therefore you are
i

|

| 19 entitled to finish or list those six.
|
l 20 MR. COWAN: Let me just touch on the others,

21 then. With respect to contention threshold, we think'

22 there is a great need for the Commission to establish

23 and enforce, and I emphasize the word " enforce," a high

24 and consistent threshold for admissibility of/~
,

(_T/'

25 con tentions. When you study what happens in

O
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1 admissibility of contentions, you find that contentions
{}

2 admitted by one hearing board in one state are not

3 admitted by another hearing board in connection with

4 another licensing hearing.

5 We think contentions should only be admitted

8 if there is some kind of what lawyers would call prima

7 f acie, an evidentiary showing of a legitima te dispute,

8 and we agree with the Regulatory Reform Task Force that

g there should be substantial and specific facts

10 supporting a contention. It should be required as part

i 11 of the contention process.

12 We have not yet come out with a view as to

13 whether there ought to be a separate licensing board to

( review and admit the contentions. We are still studying14

15 that particular question as to whether that is good or

16 not, but we do think something needs to be done about

17 contentions.

18 Let me turn to res judicata for a moment. One

tg of the problems in the licensing arena is that we

20 litigate the same issues over and over and over again.

21 Back 10 or 12 years ago the efficacy of hydrogen

22 thiosulfate to remove radioactive iodine in the event of

23 an accident had to be the subject of contention in at

() 24 least f our or five hearings, and in every hearing, it

25 involved the Staff bringing half a dozen witnesses, the

O
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1

1 applicant bringing three or four witnesses and placing

2 the same evidence time after time to reach the same

3 conclusion.

O
4 More recently that same thing has occurred in

5 connection with what to do about hydrogen buildup inside

6 containment and in numerous other areas. We don't think

7 it ought to be necessary for the NRC in hearing after
i

8 hesring to go through the sans issues, so we would put

9 into effect if we could a regulation which said that

to issues that are involved in a Commission proceeding and

11 issues involved in an earlier stage of the same plant's

12 licensing cannot be raised again anywhere unless there

13 is signifi:snt new informstion that comes about that

14 substantially would affect the earlier conclusion, and

15 ve don't think it is necessary to go to the extent that

I 18 the Requ1 story Reform Task Force has suggested of having

' 17 a rulemaking following a generic consideration by a

18 hatring board with respect to the outcome of that

19 generic consideration. We think that within the
1

20 framework of present law, it is possible to apply the

21 Cosmission's expertise such that the Commission could

22 say that we will not rehear matters time af ter time

23 without significant new information coming up,

|

24 With respect to sua sponte, sua sponte

25 involves issues raised by the licensing boards without

O
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1 being raised by any party to the proceeding. Our{)-
2 position is simple. We would strip the licensing boards

3 of their sua sponte authority. We think if a licensing

O
4 board has a matter that it feels ought to be explored in

5 the safety area that has not been raised by a party as a
.

6 contention, that it by no means should be blocked from

7 saying that it has concern over that safety problem.

8 The question ist what do you do having raised

9 the concern? We would have that matter referred back to

10 the Staff by the licensing boards, probably through a

11 mechanism, perhaps through the EDO for Staff

'

12 consideration and review. But if the sole function of

13 the hearing is to resolve disputes that arise, they

) should not be disputes the licensing board has. It14

15 should be where the Staff or applicant has presented

16 their position.

17 Finally, with respect to ex parte

18 considerations, at the present time the NBC's ex parte

19 rules, as you know, effectively prohibit communication

20 between the Commission and many knowledgesble members of

21 the Staff. We think there is general recognition that

i 22 the NRC has gone way beyond the requirements of the law
|

23 in connection with the ex parte rules and in connection

() 24 with the companion idea of separation of functions, and

25 we would urge the Commission in any licensing reform, to

O
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1 the maximum extent possible, revise the ex parte rules

2 to stop the isolation of its staff from the decision

3 makers.

O 4 In an area as complex as nuclear technology,

5 aost of us think it is absurd that the decision makers

6 are effectively isolated from a major repository of

7 their own organization 's safety expertise. That is not

8 the way to run a rational nuclear licensing process.

9 Finally, let me just briefly mention the area

10 of legislative reform. legislation, we think, is

11 desirable. In fact, maybe it is needed to provide a

12 combined construction permit' operating license, one-step

13 license. It would also be desirable -- here it may not

() 14 be needed -- in order to further standardization and the

15 concepts of early site approval and plant design

16 approval. The Commission probably has pretty broad

17 authority in thosa areas, but it could well be

18 reinforced With legislation.

19 And finally, we think it would be appropriate

| 20 to include in tha lagislation provisions for a

21 remolding, remaking the hearing process. So in essence,

22 in each of the areas that the Regulatory Reform Task

23 Force has presented for legislation, we think those are

24 appropriate areas for legislation. We have some(])
25 concerns and are still looking at some of the language,

|
|
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1 some of the specific language in the proposed{}
2 legislation. We think there is a major drawback in the

3 present Regulatory Reform Task Force proposal, and that

O
4 is it lacks a provision to stabilize site approvals and

5 design approvals once they are granted, or to stabilize,

6 if you will, the CPOL and protect the licensees from

7 inappropriate backfitting.

8 We don't think legislation has to spell out

9 s11 of the elements of a backfitting rule or all of the

10 various things that go into it. That would best be left

11 to the Commission's judgment. But we do think there is

12 s need for a specific provision that says once one has

13 received a site approval, for example, that site

() approval, absent some meeting of an appropriate14
,

|
| 15 standard, is good for a period of time and will not be
|

| 16 changed. We do not see that stabilization provision in

17 the Regulatory Reform Task Force's current proposals.

18 I think that pretty well sums up our

19 presentation.

20 MR. LEWISs Can I ask one question in the

21 context of your proposals for reforming the hearing

22 process? As I anderstand the underlying philosophy,

23 with which I have a great deal of sympathy, it is to

| () 24 regard the Commission, its staff and the haaring boa rds

25 as an entity devoted to the judgment about the ultimate

O
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1 safety of s plant which is required for the license and

2 to regard the applicant and intervenors as the

3 contenders in arguing the licensability of the plant

O 4 before this entity which is composed of these three

5 parties, and in that context you want to remove the

6 staff from the hearings as a party because, after all,

| 7 they are part of the Commission's resource.

i 8 And you heard me say earlier that in the best

9 of all. worlds, the peopla who make the decision, which

to is the commissioners, ought to have the benefit of all

i 11 possible inputs. As I understand it, there is also the

,

12 underlying issue of sua sponte, separation of powers, ex

|
13 parte, removal of the staff as a party, and so on. I, of

14 course, do agree that the Commission should have the

15 benefit of everything.

16 When this is raised, people point to the

i 17 Administrative Procedures Act, and there is a little bit

18 of ambiguity about how far the Commission can go in
!,

19 revising these ex parte rules, and I also agree that

20 where there are legal constraints, the Commission in its

21 own rules should hew as closely as it can to the edge of

22 the law in trying to improve its ability to do this.

23 Where there is an ambiguity, would you

O 24 rca==aatai"**i' r'ar==*at o' '" =="i'"it'*a

25 make it possible for the Commission without inhibition

O
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1 by its own lawyers to set rules in which it can
{}

2 communicate as well as possible with the technical

3 resources it has available to it?
)i

4 MR. C3WANs Well, in the best of all possible

5 worlds, the legislative reform would be the way to go in

6 order to cure that problem. However, as a realistic

7 matter, we are talking about legisla tive reform not of

8 the Atomic Energy Act, in that casa, but of the

g Administrative Procedures Act, and that does not appear,

i 10 at least to me personally, an achievable goal in the
i

11 near term. So I would not think we should be pushing

12 legislation to amend the Administrative Procedures Act

13 because it has many other ramifications and brings in

() 14 many other agencies of the government.

15 HR. LEWISa I understand that. I an asking a

j 16 legal question on which I have no expertise. I thought

17 it was possible in amending the Atomic Energy Act to

18 provide some relief from the requirements of the
i

i ig Administrative Procedures Act without trying to amend
|

| 20 the Administrativa Procedures Act, which I agree is a

21 completely different subject.

22 MR. COWANs You could use the organic statute

23 of the agency, the Atomic Energy Act, and have some

() 24 procedures written in there that in ef fect give it an

25 exemption from or modify the requirements of the

O
,
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1 Administrative Procedures Act.
[}

2 HR. LEWISs That is what I u s addressing.

3 MR. COWANa It is pcasible to do that. We are
O 4 not suggesting that needs to be done. We think the

5 major area of concern in the ex parte area, for example,

6 is that if the Staff can freely communicate with the

7 Commission, then how free is it to communicate with the

8 licensed applicants or other contesting parties in the

9 hearing process. We have looked at that and we think
'

10 sechanisas can be devised to enable the Staff to get

11 information on a fairly free flow base frca the

12 applicants and, indeed, from intervenors or other

13 contesting parties without running afoul of the

() Administrative Procedures Act.14

15 MR. LEWIS So your legal judgment is these

16 are largely self-inflicted wounds at the NRC?

17 HR. COWAN: To a large extent, certainly under

18 the present regulations they are.

19 ER. LEWIS 4 Thank you.

20 HR. BENDERS Let me ask about a potential way

21 of dealing with one-stop licensing. If the regulatory

22 law were to include in the one-stop licensing

23 requirement a requirement .ts it does at the operating

24 stage that the ACRS report on the status of operability()
25 of the plant, how would you view a requirement like that?

O
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1 NR. COWANs Let me make sure I understand the

2 question. As the trigger mechanism for permitting the

3 plant to go on line?
>

4 NR . BENDER Yes.

5 (Pau9.]

6 If not, do you have some other trigger

7 sechanism that might be used?

8 MR. COWAN: The trigger mechanism that the

9 Regulatory Reform Task Force has in the latest proposal

10 is a finding by the regulatory staff or by the

11 Commission based upon inspection and testing that the

12 plant has been constructed in accordance with the
;

13 combined CPOL. We would have a different trigger

() 14 mechanism. We have suggested a trigger mechanism of a

1C certification by the utility to that effect and, in

16 effect, power by the Commission, which it always has, to

17 say no, you cannot put the plant on line. But in the

18 absence of that stop order, a certification, with
|
i 19 publication of that certificatior. and the passage of

20 time, would result in the utility being able to turn a

21 plant on and go to testing.

22 NR. BENDERS So you would suggest essentially

23 a good faith statement that you had complied with the

24 requirement.()
25 1R. COWANs It would be more than a good faith

O
i

!
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1 statement. As we envision it, the Commission ought to
)

2 be relying on initini licensing, at least, on the

3 inspection and testing procedures of the Administrative

)
4 Procedures Act, and throughout the entire process of

5 construction, it will have both inspection and testing

6 and very watchful eyes on what is happening.

7 So it is in a position to know whether or not

; 8 the license has been complied with. In addition to

9 that, the utility building the plant, along with its

10 contractors, is in that same position, and we view a

11 certification by the utility as being more than just a

12 good faith statsmant. It has to be based upon a good
i

13 hard look.

() 14 HR. BENDER 4 A good hard look could be just

! 15 people literally looking or it could be some kind of
l

16 evidentiary report that says here is what we have found,

17 on the basis of that we think the operation should go

18 ahead, or it could be somebody just looking to see what

'
19 the facts vera as presented by the people looking at the

20 plants. I am looking somewhat at the objectivity of

! 21 people who have their noses to the grindstone for

22 D Years and whether they have the kind of perspective

23 thst is needed at the time when the hard decision has to
|

24 he made.

25 HR. COWAN: Certainly from an objectivity

0-

|
i
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1 standpoint I would concede that the Commission staff

2 would be "more objective" than any utility that wants to

3 go forward with the licensing, with the operation of the

O 4 plant, although even there, Commission staff members may

5 or may not on an individual basis te more objective. I

|
6 just don't know, and I guess I am begging the question,

|

| 7 how it would work to have the issue of operation of the

8 plant turn on a certification, if you will, or an
,

!

9 approval by the ACRS.

10 ER. BENDER 4 It has never been proposed.

11 NR. COWANs I haven't heard it proposed befort.

12 MR. BENDERa I was trying to find out what

13 views have been given toward the trigger mechanism, so I

() 14 postulated one to see what would happen.

15 MR. COWANs The two views are the ones I have

16 just mentioned, the one in the Regulatory Reform Task

17 Force proposal of a finding by the Commission that the

| 18 plant has been properly constructed.
l
'

19 MR. BENDERS They do have that common problem,

20 o bj ectivity . The people who have been close to it for a

21 long time tend to become supportive of each other

22 unless, as has happened in a couple of cases, they'

23 become enesles, but mostly it is a f riendly relationship.
'

() 24 MR. C3WANs In terms of licensing reform,

25 though, the question is whether there shculd be a

O
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1 hearing opportunity afforded at that stage, and we think

2 that there should not be, that the hearing should come a

3 lot earlier at the time when the decision was made to

4 grant a CPOL.

5 MR. BENDERS I guess my own view is we need

6 some kind of judgment basis and we need to think about

7 what the basis is.

8 HR. REMICK: Who would sign the certification,

9 the CE0?

10 HR. COWAN Certainly a responsible official

11 of the organization, similar to the wsy Psrt 21 requires

12 a responsible officer of the company.

13 MR. REMICKa I would think that would be

! () 14 better than the vice president for engineering or

15 someone who aight have had responsibility.

16 MR. COWANs We haven't gotten detailed enough

17 to say it should be the CEO as opposed to the president

18 of a particular division.

19 HR. REMICK: I have some questions on things

20 You haven't mentioned in the Regulatory Reform Task

21 Force proposal. Do you have any views on the change of

22 appeal board function and on immediate effectiveness?

23 Does AIF have any views on an of those topics?

24 MR. COWANs Yes. On immediate effectiveness

! 25 we think the rule as it was before the Commission

O
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I tinkered with it several years ago worked properly, and >)
2 we would reinstitute.

,

! 3 MR. REMICK: That doesn't surprise me.

4 MR. COWAN I'm sure it comes as no surprise

5 at all. .!

| 6 With respect to the role of the appeak board,

i 7 we are schizophrenic. There are some among our

8 committee who would downgrade or abolish the appeal

9 board.and who think that the appeal board function ought

10 to be served by the Commissioners themselves. There are

11 others, and I dare say a majority, who believe the

| 12 appeal board serves a very useful function of bringing

13 some consistency to the hearing process and would leave

() 14 the appeal board in picce. I think that is now the

15 majority view, that the appeal board 's f unction over the
|

| 18 Yests has proven itself to be very valuable and there is

i 17 a need for a body such as the appeal boark .o sit.

18 between the Commission and the hearing boards.

19 MR. REMICKs As another level?
f,*

20 ER. COWANs As another level.

21 MR. REMICK: As another level.

22 MR. COWANs However, I caution you to say it

23 is fairly close within our committee as to whether the

24 appeal board should oc should not remain as another(}
25 level. This time it is very close. There is also a view

O
|
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1 that tho' appeal bo rd's sua sponte review authority

2 should be considecably cut back.
>

3 MS. EEMICK4 Just keep it as an appeal boards

| 4 in that what you are saying?.'
5 MR. COWANs Keep it as an appeal board with

6 perhaps some additional sua sponte authority under

7 certain standards,.but at the present time the appeal
' ;

8 board can go in and look at the entire record to see if '

*

9 it sees any erroc anyplace in the procedure that is of

10 significan e to it, and frequently it renders Jecisions

11 based on things that were not only not presented by any
i

12 of the parties but not even really thought about by any

13 of the parties as having been a significant issue, in at

() 14 lea st one or two ' cases, on issues that had been resolved

15 by the parties through a stipulation to the licensing

16 board, contrary t,o the way the appeal board ultimately

17 case out.
.-

18 MR. REMICK The question of threshold.

19 Hasn't that been affected by an appeal board decision so
|

| 20 essentially there is no threshold?,

21 IR. COWAN4 It has, and we think those sorts

22 of policy things ought to be with the Comaission as
|

23 opposed to the appeal board insofar as the appeal board'

(]) ~ 24 is handlin7 those types of things sua sponte, but there

25 might be saae use, and we really haven't resolved it in

(

!
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1 our mind, which is why I as being a little uncertain
[}

2 here. There might be some useful role for the appeal

3 board. There is sone useful role beyond merely acting it

O
4 as a technical appellate body in the way the Federal

5 appeals courts do, for example.

6 NR. REMICKa Doesn't it worry AIF that you

7 have this multiplicity of reviews, that after the appeal

8 board comes the Commission, which means the Commission

9 has to be staffed to do that, so it has to have several

10 offices so you have all these independent levels.

11 MR. C3WANs Yes, it does, but at the same

12 time, we note that in every case where the appeal board

13 has been a part of the review process, the courts have

14 sustained the actions of the Commission, ultimately

15 sustained the actions of the Commission, and tha t same

16 statement cannot be made in cases where the appeal board

17 was not part of the review process. Th at is, to say it

18 another way, there is something to the claim that the *

19 appeal board is serving a useful function in making sure

20 that some of the licensing decisions aren't being

21 reversed in the courts.

22 3R. REMICKs But couldn't they do that as

23 proposed by the Regulatory Reform Task Ferce? Couldn't

(]) 24 they still potentially do that?

25 dR. C3WAN: I think they could if we could get

O
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1 the same caliber of individual on the appa11 board under

2 the proposal as you now have with the apenal board

3 sitting as an intermediate appellate body.

4 ER. REMICK: So you view it legally as being

5 pretty good, pretty settled.

'

6 MR. C3WANs I personally think the members of

7 the appeal board are very good, yes.

s NR. LEWIS: One of the virtues of the appeal

9 board you mentioned earlier was enforcing consistency on

10 the system. If one were to go for your res judicata

11 modification, wouldn't that supplant that function and

12 wouldn't that also then, as a body of precedence builds

13 up, just as in the case of ordinary law, tend to enforce

() 14 the decisions of the ordinary licensing boards in the

15 court structure?

16 MR. C3WANs I' would insofar as the

17 substantive determinations are concerned, but there is

18 also a need for consistency in terms of the procedural

gg aspects.

20 MR. LEWIS: All right, I understand.

21 MR. C3WAN4 And the appeal board would still

22 have that consistency function.

23 MR. LEWISa I understand.

24 Are there any more questions, gentlemen?()
i 25 [No response.]
|

O
|
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1 MR. LEWIS: Well, we are not enttraly behini

2 schedule.

3 We sre very genteful for your inputs. It hss
O 4 been extremely helpful. It has been a good morning.

5 Let us then -- as one of the few authorities
6 left to the chairman of any committee -- take a lunch

; 7 break and let's reconvene at 1430.

8 [Whereupon, at 12:20 p.m. the reported portion

9 of the manting was concluded.)
,|
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E.[ on Regulatory Policy and Procedures pg ,

Department of Physics
University of California

NOV 2 61982Santa Barbara, CA 93106 g
M SI I 3,d"

Dear Hal: 8 I I l

The following are some thoughts about NRC-related regulation hat might
be factored into our deliberations:

1. Proposed Legislation-

-(a) How can the necessary level of detail be established for a.

combined CP/0L license?
(b) When the license is granted at the time of construction,-

what type of subsequent reporting and control is necessary '

to assure that the conditions of the license are satisfied'

at the time of operation?
'

(c) Should there be provision for reopening the licensability
,8 ' question if anticipated actions by the licensee fail to

occur or if new technological matters impact the basis, ,

j for licensing? Who monitors and how?.
,

( *; (d) If compliance with the safety goal is a basis for licensing
what analysis is needed to show compliance? Can it be done

,
generically? If a PRA is needed, who does it and who --

validates? Should there be safety goal-related standards?
(e) For early site approval, is it necessary to develop

extensive site information that relates to the anticipated.

plant design, e.g., foundation conditions, groundwater
; - control, cooling sources, emergency response, emergency
: power, etc.? Do we need to know seismological and weather

information? What does such an effort cost? Who pays?
(f) Can "backfit" be defined? If so, does it include require-

ments for analysis, tech. spec. changes, minor plant
modifications, new operational controls, changes in organi-

.

.
zational functions and capability, quality improvements,

*' periodic inspection and test frequency, etc.? Should there
be an economic measurement of "backfit" as well as a safety
significance measurement? What about ALARA-related safety
provisions? Are they "backfittable"?

''
| ,
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2. Additional Legislative Considerations

:O (a) Should a statutory definition of standardization be established?
, Should NSSS vendors be relied upon to establish " standardized*

~ designs"? Should the utility owner be held accountable for7

D} " standardization"? If not, what is the legal. accountability of
the NSSS/AE organization? Consider the relation of Met Ed/GPU

.! versus S&W with respect to public responsibility.-

|I,! (b) To what extent can the officials of a corporate enterprise be

|j;
held accountable for public safety? Does specifying potential

- culpability help?
'

(c) Should time and financial factors be a consideration in licensing.

O actions in terms of what the licensee is able to accomplish for
..! confomance with the license, e.g., a schedule for defining and

'.1 establishing organizational responsibilities prior to and
-1 subsequent to issuance of tha CP/0L documents? How, if at all,

: should the license deal with financial constraints on the
|1 licensee arising from government-imposed rate structures?

(Consider the circumstances of Grand Gulf where the utilityJ

has several partners and each must negotiate for cost recovery-

j through its government-fixed energy charge rates.)

MO (d) To what extent should prior experience and capability influence
| .i the licensing requirements?
~f (e) Should there be some encouragement of initiatives for enhancing

' safety and reliability? If so, how?
| ! (f) How should the capabilities of the NRC as the licensing

administrator be established and qualified? How much should be,

controlled through legal processes and how much through techno-,

j logical expertise?
' i (g) How should rules be formulated? Prescriptively, as in regulatory
!; guides? Performance related, as in 10 CRF 50 design criteria?.-

How is the need for a rule determined?P.; -

'; (h) What is the best way to have public participation in licensing,
d rulemaking, and safety problem assessment?

! (i) What should be the function of Hearing Boards and Licensing
'' Appeals Boards? How should the Boards be selected?

| (j) How much of the licensing issues should be handled by administrative
| law processes and how much through the constitutionally established
| legal systems of the states and the nation?

3. NRC Organizational Responsibility
(a) What are the real advantages and disadvantages of comission versus

line-administration type of regulatory management?

|

|
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*1 (b) How should regulatory responsibility be fixed below the.

4 ) Comission/ Administrator level? Should the Chairman or the
Commissioners have discretionary power to delegate?,

!

! 4 (c) What are the public safety considerations related to-

] regionalization?

(d) How are interactive relations between state and federal
regulation defined? Should they be clarified by legislation?

i

(e) How are regulatory personnel qualified for their roles of
responsibility?

(f) Where are legal versus technological duties defined, i.e.,
what is the legal staff role and what is the technical staff
role?

(g) How should the requirements of NEPA be treated?,

1

Since all the interested parties have different concepts of what legislative
changes are needed for nuclear safety regulation purposes, it will be very
difficult to prepare anything that really hai; an impact on the congressionali

legislation. More than likely, nothing except a simple sanctioning of "one stop"
licensing can be included in the federal legislation and even that will bei

I

I contingent on assuring that the NRC doesn't lose control over public safety
requirements by this action. The situation at Zimer and Diablo Canyon are
illustrative of the real issue. Where would withdrawal of the license bechallenged? at NRC hearings or in the Federal Courts?

I am more concerned about the NRC's lower-level activities than the Comissioners'
management. There is a lot of merit in the checks and balances provided by the4

Comission form of licensing control. The administrative problem is a different
animal that requires line authority, but that has already been established byprior changes in the law. Only the scruples of the Administrator control the
degree to which he must consult with his fellow Comissioners on administrative
matters--unless his legal advisors have frightened him into avoiding disagree-
ments. Even if we could see some need to argue about organizational improve-
ments, the Congress clearly had that issue laid before it previously and chot.2
the present arrangement.,

The main thing we can do for the Comission is to point them toward a more
substantive examination of legislative improvements. The ACRS review which I

i organized several years ago is still applicable to our current situation and
could be re-examined for content. Among the things we might want to consider
is whether or not the ACRS still serves a us'eful purpose and why. "

'

Sincerely.

'
.

-

M. Bender
M:cw
cc: R. F. Fraley for ACRS distribution
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R_ECOMMENDATIONS ON LICENSING AND REGULATION OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

!O A. = u .-in Re rt on TMI ian isso (Attac * nt u
The recommendations cited by this Special Inquiry's Group on the TMI accident
that in retrospect reflect the issues addressed in the recent licensing reform
and backfitting rulemaking are:

1. Abolishing the two-step licensing process as it now stands and replacing it
with a system that provides incentives for more design and site-related safety
and environmental issues to be msolved before initiation of construction.

2. Establishing incentives to reduce variety in the design of important systems.

3. Developing applicable mgulatory criteria on backfitting of new regulatory
requirements, enforcement actions, licensing operation, and continued
operation of plants with major open safety issues.

Other recommendations of this Group included:

1. Establishing a Nuclear Reactor Safety Board outside the line functions
for licensing and regulation.

O'

2. Developing a statement of regulatory objectives to include risk assessment.'

3. Licensing important participants in nuclear plant design and construction.

4. Designating an organization having rulemaking as its primary responsibility.

5. Tran,sferring the following responsibilities from the NRC to the Executive
Branch:

,

Prelicensing antitrust review as stated in the Atomic Energy Act of.

1954, as amended.

Those cited in the Nucleae Nonproliferation Act of 1977..

6. Establishing the O. S. Government as the decisionmaker on choices of
generating electricity.

B. The Kemeny Report on TMI - October 1979 (Attachment 2).

O The present iicensing reform and bac*fittins ruiemaxin, modifications basicaii,
do not reflect the recommendations of the Kemeny Comission. However, this
Commission advocated that the ACRS not be required to review each license
application. Those recommendations included such items as:

1. Reorganizing the NRC.

4
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2. Describing the proposed responsibilities of this new organization, l

especially with respect to its role in safety matters.

3. Describing the agency's responsibilities concerning resolution of safety
issues through rulemaking.

4. Defining modifications to licensing procedures (two-step).

5. Modifying the agency's inspection and enforcement activities.

C. The Nuclear Safety Oversight Committee's Recomendation to the President -
July 1981 (Attachment 3).

The Comittee's reconnendations concerning modifications to the NRC's regulatory
process touched on some of the issues included in the proposed regulatory reform.
Their recommendations were:

1. Separating the NRC's Safety review from non-safety related considerations
such as NEPA issues, economic issues, and alternative energy sources.

2. Restructuring the licensing process to move in the direction of one-step
licensing.

Resolving safety issues at the CP stage..

Limiting the OL hearing to an audit of compliance with the terms and.

conditions of the CP and to address substructural new safety issues
that have arisen since the CP.

3. Eliminating mandatory ACRS review of all license applications.

.

Paulette -Tremblay
,

|
,

O
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d. Find!nge and Recommendations

Fhdngs

e The Atomic Energy Act of 954, as amended, and
Wie Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, as
amended, authortte #ie PRC to act with almost
teilimited decreton h making substantive indic
health and assety, and common defense and
security judgments, provided that the animum
prescribed procedures, essentiety laget, are ob-
g . .

Thwe is a hek of poscy erection and usedence.

from the PRC to the staff. The system does not
have weg defined regulatory obsectnes, and no
' Acceptable Risk' goal has been estabished as
poscy.

. There is no regidatory yardstick either to mees-

O ure existing risk, to evaluate the effectiveness of
regulatory actons in decreasing risks to an ac-
coptable level, or to assure mat an acceptable
risk levelis maintained.

e For more than two decades, the imC and its
predecessor have Econeed nuclear powerplants
almost exclusively on the basis of engineering
judgment.

. Thwe is no yardatick, other then the anlety
record of operating plants, by which anyone can
rationally evaluate either the quaity or me con-
sistency of these highly personalized judgments.

*

or the degree of assurance of safety they pro-
vide. '

. Although the NRC has broad rulemakuig authori- *

ty, its regulations are in many respects outdated
and inadequate, as noted by its appeal board and
others.

. ResponsitAty for substantive safety matters is
fragmented within the PRC among five snapr of-
fices, and is further dffused at and below the

O
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.' dvison level withm these offices, partcularly in e After Econemg, no regulatory orttena exist that
the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. can be applied to explain on a ratonal basis

e There is no unified and positive leadershp or Tungs such as the irrip ;h of new regulatory ,

management of the internal operation of the fGC. esquirements, enforcement actons, and postli-
e The l@C does not operate as a team worldng to- 'consang actons such as ' administrative noblons"O gether to identify and resolve dfficult issues in- to a design flaw. This entire area is one where

stead, there is an exceserve and detrimental actons appear to be based almost completely on
amount of parochialism. the judgment of senior staff officials.

e The imC and its staff have almost unlimited dis . e NEPA and its judicial interpretations have placed
cretion in making safety Judgments provided cor- i&,irce.rit responsibilities on the NRC in areas
tain ASLB findings are made. These findings can other than reactor safety.
be made almost ritualistically on the basis of . The Congress,in the Atomic Energy Act of1g54,
pocrty articulated engmeering judgment. as amended, has placed preliceneang antitrust re-

e The system focuses almost entirely on nuclear yiew responsbiEties on the PRC, whch have Ittle
systems and equipment, and practcally ignores or no relation to the Commeason's pnmary radio-
operational areas (e.g., queirfications of utilities, logcal health and safety mason in the nuclear
procedures, systematic evaluation of operations! Sold.
Information, human engmeenno, etc.). The focus . The Congress in the Nuclear Nonprogforation Act
on design and equipment is evident in the com- of 1g77, has placed abstardal internatonal rela-
positen and quarrrcations of the regulatory staff, tions responalbilties on the NRC. These respon-
which is not operations oriented or expenonced. Selbirrties have Ettle or no relation to the PRC's pri-

e important partcipants in safety darmans (reactor mary reason for being and, it would appear, are
system vendors and architect-engineers) are al- happropriate for an agency outside of the Exe-
most completely isolated from the regulatory sys- cutive Branch.
tem, except for quality assurance and Gr,Grcy e h the absence of national policios on societal
purposes, although they are affected by, and may risks from available rneans of generating electnci-
react to, the requirements the system imposes ty and the fuel choces whch should be made,3
on licenses. these issues are being debated by interested

e The system does not assure ttvd significant safe- members of the public in the licensing of indvidu-
ty lasues are identified through risk namaament al nuclear powerplants. ~

fnethods and tochniques, For example, the Stan-
dard Review Plan is not based on risk asseos-
ment methods, there is Ettle focus on thogs such Recommendations
as systems interactions, safety /nonsafety grade,
sogle failure criterion, desegn basis accident e A Nuclear Reactor Safsty Board shoued be esta-
bounds, etc. blished outsade the line functions for Scensmo and

e The system provides no incentives to enhance regubtion that would, among other thogs, exer-
, safety; instead it results in acceptance of what cise independent overseght of the effectiveness of
may be the ' lowest common denominator,' ccm- the system. Another component of this ovLtsight
pliance with NRC requirements. organization should be an Office of Public Coun-

. The system does not deal adeauately with the sel Core of the internal oversight team: ACRS
disincentives to safety such as who wCI bear the (independent and advisory); Reactor Safety
economic burden if safety improvements are Board, and Office of Pubic Counsel
recommended and adopted. . A statement of regulatory objectives should be

e The system does not encourage and is not re- developed including porcy on risk objectives and
ceptive to the ideas and suggestions of others methods, to better use risk assessment tech-

e The Ecensing system now permits, and indeed ruques either qualitatively or quantitatively, in
O encourages the commencement of a massive licensing and regulatory actions. The importance

construction effort on the basis of pretiminary of WASH-1400 techniques should be emphasized
design information (e g., the two step licensmg through an expanded risk assessment program

' process, Emited work authorization, and the im- that provides some of the evaluative tools to
mediate effectiveness rule). It also provides dis- determine the qualitative or quantitative relative
cincentives to desired regulatory goals, such as risk signifcance of events or patterns of events.
the move in the direction of standardization. . important participants in nuclear plant desegn and

4
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constructon, such as the reactor system vendors Econsing operation, or permittne of conhnued
and the architect-engneer, should either be operation with major open safety issues shotAd
noensed or made acx:ountable by some be examned and prompt acten ta' ten to pubbsh
equh' ale apphcable regulatory criteria. Judgment needs to

O e an oro nt system.ni iioa ao ie =e de ion ied io a e ao e xere ed. aoi on i e ovi iorv i-a
pnmary responebility in the rulemaking area to bounded by criteria based on the best avaliable
assure that the quality of the regulations are ade- L relative risk assessment.
quote e The tac should be relieved of aR r==.;-xCM

e The two-step loonsing process as it is now placed on it under the Nuclear Nonproliferaton
used, should be abolished along with other poE- Act of 1977. These functons should be
cios (limited work authorizations and the immedi- , transferred to the Executive Branch.
ste effectiveness rule), and reple=1 with a sys- e The PRC should be relieved of its prolioensing
tem that provdes incontrves for more design and antitrust review responsibilities under the Atomic
site-related safety and environmental leeues to Energy Act of 1954, as amended. These respon-

I be rescived before constructen begins. albilities should be transferred to the Executive

je hcentrves should be estabhshed that would result Branch.
In more information prior to construenon, fewer e The U.S. Govemment, after considenne and com-
unreeched issues, and less venety in the design paring societal risks from presently avaliable,
of kiW=nt systems means of generating electricity, should decide on
biWiant areas such as the bsara;i.,g of now me choices to be made as a matter of natonal4

regulatory requirements, enforcement actons, policy.
;

O'
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THE KEMENY REPORT ON TMI

O

COMWISSION
-

RFCOMVIlaDA110NS
A. THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION,

The Commission found a number of inadequacies in the NRC and,
therefore, proposes a restructuring of the agency. Because there is
insufficient direction in the present statute, the President and
Congress should consider incorporating many of the following measures in-

statutory form.

Agency Organization and Management

The Commission believes that as presently constituted, the NRC does
O not possess the organizational and management capabilities necessary for

the effective pursuit of safety goals. The Commission recommends:

1. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission should be restructured as a
,

new independent agency in the executive branch. .

|
The present five-member commission should be abolished.a.

b. The new agency should be headed by a single administrator
appointed by the President, subject to the advice and consent of the
Senate, to serve a substantial ters (not coterminous with that of the
President) in order to provide an expectation of continuity, but at the,

pleasure of the President to allow removal when the President deems it
The administrator should be a person from outside thenecessary.

present agency.

The administrator should have substantial discretionaryc.
authority over the internal organization and management of the new
agency, and over personnel transfers from the existing NRC. Unlike the
present NRC arrangement, the administrator and major staff components

O should be located in the same building or group of buildings.

d. A major role of the administrator should be assuring that
of fices within the agency communicate suf ficiently so that research,
operating experience, and inspection and enforcement affect the overall
performance of the agency.

ATTACHMENT 2 61'
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COMMISSION RECOMMENDATIONS

.' 2. An oversight committee on nuclear reactor safety should be
established. Its purpose would be to examine, on a continuing basis,
the performance of the agency and of the nuclear industry in addressing
and resolving important public safety issues associated with the
construction and operation of nuclear power plants, and in exploring theO overall risks of nuclear power.

a. The members of the committee, not to exceed 15 in number,
should be appointe'd by the President and should include: persons
conversant with public health, environmental protection, emergency
planning, energy techcology and policy, nuclear power generation, and
nuclear safety; one or more state governors; and members of the general
public.

b. The committee, assisted by its own staff, should report
to the President and to Congress at least annually.

3. The Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) should be
retained, in a strengthened role, to continue providing an independent
technical check on safety matters. The members of the committee should
continue to be part-time appointees; the Commission believes that the
independence and high quality of the members might be compromised by
making them full-time federal employees. The Commission recommends the
following changes:

a. The staff of ACRS should be strengthened to provide
O increased capacity for independent analysis. Special consideration

should be given to improving ACRS' capabilities in the field of public
health.,

b. The ACRS should not be required to review each license
application. When ACRS chooses to review a license application, it
should have the statutory right to intervene in hearings as a party. In
particular, ACRS should be authorized to raise any safety issue in
licensing proceedings, to give reasons and arguments for its views, and
to require formal response by the agency to any submission it makes.
Any member of ACRS should be authorized to appear and testify in
hearings, but sho'uld be exempt from subpoena in any proceedings in which
he has not previously appeared voluntarily or made an individual written
submission.

c. ACRS should have similar rights in rulemaking
proceedings. In particular, it should have the power to initiate a
rulemaking proceeding before the agency to resolve any generic safety
issue it identifies.

;
.

The Agency's Substantive Mandate

. The new agency's primary statutory mission and first operating
'

priority must be the assurance of safety in the generation of nuclear
power, including safeguards of nuclear materials frem theft, diversion,
or loss. Accordingly, the Commission recommends the following:

:

4
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COMMISSION RECOMMENDATIONS

4. Included in the agency's general substantive charge should be
the requirement to establish and explain safety-cost trade-offs; where
additional safety improvements are not clearly outweighed by cost
considerations, there should be a presumption in favor of the safety
change. Trsasfers of statutory jurisdiction from the NRC should be'

preceded by a review to identify and remove any unnecessary
responsibilities that are not germane to safety. There should also be
emphasis on the relationship of the new agency's safety activities to
related activities of other agencies. (See recommendations E.2 and,

F.1.b.)

a. The agency should be directed to upgrade its operator and
supervisor licensing functions. These should include the accreditation
of training institutions from which candidates for a license must
graduate. Such institutions abould be required to employ qualified
instructors, to perform emergency and simulator training, and to include
instruction in basic principles of reactor science, reactor safety, and
the hazards of radiation. The agency should also set criteria for
operator qualifications and background investigations, and strictly test
license candidates for the particular power plant they will operate.

,

The agency should periodically review and reaccredit all training
programs and relicense individuals on the basis of current. information
on experience in reactor operations. (See recommendations C.1 and C.2.),

O b. The agency should be directed to employ a broader
definition of matters relating to safety that considers thoroughly the
full range of safety matters, including, but not limited to, those now
identified as " safety-related" items, which currently receive special
attention.

c. Other safety emphases should include:

(i) a systems engineering examination of overall plant
design and performance, including interaction among major
systems and increased attention to the possibility of
multiple failures;

(ii) review and approval of control room design; the
agency should consider the need for additional
instrumentation and for changes in overall design to aid
understanding of plant status, particularly for response

'

to emergencies; (see recommendation D.1) and

(iii) an increased safety research capacity with a
broadly defined scope that includes issues relevant to

O disc se ith- it i rtic i rir < > t->

coordinate research with the regulatory process in an
effort to assure the maximum application of scientific
knowledge in the nuclear power industry.

5. Responsibility and accountability for safe power plant
operations, including the management of a plant during an accident,,

,

-
a
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COMNISSION RECOdHENDATIONS

should be pinced on the licensee in all circumstances. It is therefore
necessary to assure that licensees are competent to discharge this
responsibility. To assure this competency, and in light of our
findings regarding Metropolitan Edison, we recommend that the agency
establish and enforce higher organizational and managerent standards for
licensees.O Particular attention should be given to such matters as the
following: integration of decision-making in any organization licensed
to construct or operate a plant; kinds of expertise that must be within
the organization; financial capability; quality assurance programs;
operator and supervisor practices and their periodic reevaluation; plant
surveillance and maintensnee practices; and requirements for the
analysis and reporting of unusual events.

6. In order to provide an added contribution to safety, the
agency should be required, to the maximum extent feasible, to locate new
power plants in areas remote from concentrations of population. Siting
determinations should be based on technical assessments of various
classes of accidents that can take place, including those involving
releases of low doses of radiation. (See recommendation F.2.)

i
'

7. The agency should be directed to include, as part of its
licensing requirements, plans for the mitigation of the consequences of
accidents, including the cleanup and recovery of the contaminated plant.
The agency should be directed to review existing licenses and to set
deadlines for accomplishing any necessary modifications. (See
recommendations D.2 and D.4.)

()I 8. Because safety measures to afford better protection for the
affected population can be drawn from the high standards for plant
safety recommended in this report, the NRC or its successor should, on a
case-by-case basis, before issuing a new construction permit or
operating license:

assess the need to introduce new safety improvementsa.
recommended in this report, and in NRC and industry studies;

; b. review, considering the recommendations set forth in this
! report, the competency of the prospective operating licensee to manage
| the plant and the adequacy of its training program for operating

.

personnel; and

c. condition licensing upon review and approval of the state
and local emergency plans.

Agency procedures

.

The Commission believes that the agency must improve on prior

O performance in resolving generic and specific safety issues. Generic
safety issues are considered in rulemaking proceedings that formulate
new standards for categories of plants. Specific safety issues are
considered in adjudicative proceedings that determine whether a
particular plant should receive a license, Both kinds of safety issues .

*
64-
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COMMISSION PECOMMENDATIONS

are then dealt with in inspection and enforcement processes. The
Commission believes that all of these agency functions need improvement,.

and accordingly recommends the following measures:

9. The agency's authorization to make general rules affecting
safety should:

require the development of a public agenda according toa.
which rules will be formulated;,

,

b. require the agency to set deadlines for resolving generic
safety issues;

c. require a periodic and systematic reevaluation of the
! agency's existing rules; and
I

d. define rulemaking procedures designed to create a process
that provides a meaningful opportunity for participation by interested-

persons, that ensures careful consideration and explanation of rules
adopted by the agency, and that includes appropriate provision for the

'

application of new rules to existing plants. In particular, the agency
i should: accompany newly proposed rules with an analysis of the issues

they raise and provide an indication of the technical materials that are
relevant; provide a sufficient opportunity for interested persons to

{ evaluate and rebut materials relied on by the agency or submitted by
others; explain its final rules fully, including responses to principal
comments by the public, the ACRS, and other agencies on proposed rules;i

impose when necessary special interim safeguards for operating plants
affected by generic safety rulemaking; and conduct systematic reviews of
operating plants to assess the need for retroactive application of new-

safety requirements.

10. Licensing procedures should foster early and meaningful
resolution of safety issues before major financial commitments in

*

construction can occur. In order to ensure that safety receives primary
emphasis in licensing, and to eliminate repetitive consideration of some
issues in that process, the Commission recommends the following:-

Duplicative consideration of issues in several stages ofa.
one plant's licensing should, wherever possible, be reduced by
allocating particular issues (such as the need for power) to a single
stage of the proceedings. .

b. Issues that recur in many licensings should be resolved
by rulemaking.

c. The agency should be authorized to conduct a cosbined

O construction permit and operating license hearing whenever plans can be
made sufficiently complete at the construction permit stage. '

.

d. There should be provision for the initial adjudication of*

license applications and for appeal to a board whose decisions would not

. .

'
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,

be subject to further appeal to the administrator. Both initial
adjudicators and appeal boards should have a clear mandate to pursue any
safety issue, whether or not it is raised by a party.

O e. An Office of Hearing Counsel should be established-in the
agency. This office would not engage in the informal negotiations
between other staff and applicants that typically precede formal
hearings on construction permits. Instead, it would participate in the
formal hearings as an objective party, seeking to assure that vital i

*

safety issues are addressed and resolved. The office should report
directly to the administrator and should be empowered to appeal any
adverse licensing board determination to the appeal board.

f. Any specific safety issue left open in licensing
proceedings should be resolved by a deadline.

11. The agency's inspection and enforcement functions must receive
increased emphasis and improved management, including the following
elements:

a. There should be an improved program for the systematic
safety evaluation of currently operating plants, in order to assess
compliance with current requirements, to assess the need to make new
requirements retroactive to older plants, and to identify new safety

Oi i-

b. There should be a program for the systematic assessment
of experience in operating reactors, with special emphasis on
discovering patterns in abnormal occurrences. An overall quality
assurance measurement and reporting system based on this systematic
assessment shall be developed to provide: 1) a measure of the overall
improvement or decline in safety, and 2) a base for specific programs
aimed at curing deficiencies and improving safety. Licensees must
receive clear instructions on reporting requirements and clear
communications summarizing the lessons of exper'.ence at other reactors,

c. The agency should be authorized and directed to assess
substantial penalties for licensee failure to report new
" safety-related".information or for violations of rules defining
practices or conditions already known to be unsafe.

| d. The agency should be directed to require its erforcement
personnel to perform improved inspection and auditing of licensee com-
pliance with regulations and to conduct major and unannounced on-site
inspections of particular plants.

O
e. Each operating licensee should be subject periodically to

.

intensive and open review of its performance according to the|

requirements of its license and applicable regulations.

|

| 4
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*

f. The agency should be directed to adopt criteria for
revocation of licenses, sanctions short of revocation such as

probationary status, and kinds of safety violations requiring immediate,

plant shutdown or other operational safeguards.

.

I

I
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(]) July 23, 1981' - -

,
,

-

.

The President
The. White House
Washington, D.C. 20500

Dear Mr. President:

_

Your Nuclear Safety' Oversight Committee has recently
; reviewed the state of nuclear reactor licensing. We took as
t - our premise that a license to operate a nuclear reactor '

reflects, first and foremost, a determination that the
reactor has been designed and construct ~ed in such a way that
it can and will be opera'ted with adequate protection of the
public health and safety. 'We find that there are two funda-
mental problems in the licensing process that must be ad-

(]) dressed in the current debate over operating license reform.

First, the licensing process includes many matters that
| do not bear on reactor safety. We believe that the licensing

process should be recast to eliminate all issues that are
,

i not safety related. These other issues should be reso'1ved.

in briefer parallel NRC proceedings , assigned to other
federal or state ag,encies, or eliminated from consideration.

Second, we believe the Operating License hearing has
proliferated into a process dominated by issues not relevant
to safety- and by redundant issues- that should be resolved at
the earlier Construction Permit hearing. The present two
step licensing process should be changed to move as many
issues as possible forward to the Construction Permit stage
where safety issues.. can be thoroughly reviewed before basic

... ~~
.

~ ''de s tin ~ add' c66st ruc tiFn ' commitde'nts' are' ma'd e. ' Thi'' Ope rati ng
'

License proceeding should be restricted to auditing performance
-'

of Construction Permit licensing conditions.
_

,

() Since the Calvert Cliffs decision, the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission has been charged with administration of the

'

National Environmental Policy Act. Some NEPA issues such as
the need for power and alternative technologies are not
issues of reactor safety. The same is true of anti-
trust issues. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission does not .

,

.
'~
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have the expertise to handle these econ'omic issues well. -

These issues have consumed an extraordinary amount of
(]) Commission, staff and hearing board resources, thereby

distracting the Commission from the central issue of reactor
safety. We believe the Nuclear Regulatory Commission should .

be freer to concent:: ate on the safe design, construction and
operation of reactors. Accordingly, it is our view that
non-safety related environmental issues such as waste heat .
treatment, that bear directly on specific plant construction
or operation, should be considered by the NRC at the Con-
.struction Permit stage, outside the formal licensing process,'

~

in the less structured NEPA hearing process employed by most.
Federal agencies. Broader economic and' social issues.that

*

have come to be interpreted as requiring consideration under
'

! NEPA, such as need for power and alternative energy,'should
be removed from the pu'rview of the NRC. We believe that a.4

strong case can be made that market conditions and state .

utility regul'ation make federal consideration of many of,
*

, 'these issues unnecessary. However, to the extent that it is
.

judged necessary to exanine these issues at the federal
level, the responsibility ' hould be assigned to an agencys
other than the NRC.

There is general agreement that operating License'

..

hearings have become protracted proceedings in which non- -*

safety related NEPA issues are extensively considered and .in . .

which many issues are litigated that should have been. raised
'

and decided at the Construction Permit hearing. Whenever. ,

possible, safety issues should be definitively resolved at
the Construction P,prmit stage when there is still sufficient.
flexibility to make appropriate design and engineering
changes. We believe the time is at hand for the Congress to*

make substantial changes in the direction of early one step
licensing. With such changes, the operating License hearing
proc'ess should be restuctured as an audit of compliance with~ -

terms and conditions set forth in the Construction Permit
documents, together with.a review of any substantial new
specific safety issues that have arisen since .the Construction
Permit was issued?* -

We note that the Operating License hearing is an optional-

() hearing, held only at the request of a public intervenor. It'

therefore cannot be intended to serve as the principal*

method of achieving closure on safety issues 'immediately . .
-

prior to plant operation. The principal responsibility for
.

.
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safety closure for specific pl. ants. rests with the NRC staff,

({} which we believe is doing a generally satisf actory job on,
this aspect of reactor safety. Nonetheless, staff work
should be subjected to 'outside peer review to assure high
technical qualityf this is the mission of the Advisory
Commission on Reactor Safeguards. We~ urge Congress to take
action to relieve ACRS of the legal requirement that it
review every license application. High quality NRC staff
work can be best assured by in-depth review of selected
issues rather than by a necessarily more cursory, legally
required review of all applications. We join'the K'meny .e .

Commission, the Rogovin Study and the ACRS itself in urging -

,

this change. - .

With such a statutory change, the ACRS should begin'

development of a methodology for forming subco.?mittees of
balanced composition to audit licenst: ' applications in a
manner optimized to refiew new issues'as they arise and to

provide overall qualitficjntrol of the licensing process.
-

-

In sum, we believe that the time is at hand for a
O thoroughgoing legislative and administrative restructuring

of the licensing process to achieve the f.ollowing objectives: ,
,

1) Remove issues unrelated to safety, including
such economic issues as the need for power'- -

'

and . alternative technologies, from the
' licensing process. Only the environmental -'

impact *(rising from the construction or .

operation of the specific plant under licensing
.

review should be within NRC jurisdiction.

2) Move the resolution of as many issues as .-

possible forward to.the Construction Permit
-

license hearing.
,

.

3) Recast the.: role of: .the. Operat.ing License . .

-- . . hearing to determine whether the plant has
- '. .

.

been built as cromised and to address :

substantial new sa'f ety issues that have~~ ~

'() arisen since the Construction Permit was:

|
issued.

4) Enable the ACRS' to change its review function
from . mandatory review of all applications to

.

|
* . .g
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a more flexible and in-depth audit of probiem,

: O areas and NRC staff performance in license
vi - - -

We recognize that most of these changes wiil require;

Congress to amend the Atomic Energy Act. However, we believe'

that the time is now at hand for a thorough assessment and
| redesign of a licensing process that has not been substantially
! changed for more than 20 years. .

.

Sincarely, .
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'

'

NUCLEA9 LICENSING PROCESS
*

The Nuclear Safety Oversight Committee, ordained by President Carter in
.

March 1980 to conduct an independent review of nuclear regulation, has -r

urged President Reagan to make big changes in the Nuclear Regulatory Com-
'

mission's jurisdiction and mission. In a letter last Friday to Reagan, the five- :

member committee offered two basic recommendations: eliminating all non- ..
.

safety issues from NRC's purview; and severely compressing procedures for .

issuing Operating Licenses, forcing resolution of safety issues during the
earlier Construction Permit phase.

"We believe that the licensing process should be recast to eliminate all
issues that are not safety-related. These other issues should be resolved in
briefer parallel NRC proceedings, assigned to other federal or state agencies,

'

or eliminated from consideration," said the letter. Into this class of dispen-
sable items, the Nuclear Oversight Committee places the requirement (under . ,.

the National Environmental Policy Act) to consider need for-power and I
'

- alternative technologies when judging a reactor license application. NRC also P
: should be relieved of responsibility for antitrust review: "The commission '

does not have the expertise to handle these economic issues well," the com- i
mittee told Reagan. '

The oversight committee also believes that the proliferation of hearings at
the Operating License stage should be truncated. "There is general agreement
that Operating License hearings have become protracted proceedings in
which non-safety-related NEPA issues are extensively considered and in j _ . . . , _ .

which many issues are litigated that should have been raised arid decided atO ,

the Construction Permit bearing....The Operating License hearing process
,'

should be restructured as an audit of compliance with terms and conditions i
set forth in the Construction Permit documents....We note that the !

Operating License hearing is an optional hearing...[and] therefore cannot be |
Intended to serve as the principal method of achieving closure on safety issues

'

immediately prior to plant operation."
To assure that the NRC staff's attention is riveted on the most important

safety issues, the oversight committee offers a third recommendation--echo-
ing similar advice from the Presidential (Kemeny). Commission on the Acci-

,

I dent at Three Mile Island and from NRC's own TMI probe by Washington
( attorney Mitchell Rogovin. The NRC's Advisory Committee on Reactor

,

Safeguards should be relieved "of the requirement that it review everylicense
'.application. High quality NRC staff work can be best assured by in-depth -

.
i

I review of selected issues rather than by a necessarily more cursory, legally re- O.
. . . "

quired review of all applications." .

Most of the nuclear licensing reforms will require changes to the Atomic
Energy Act, the oversight committee admits. But "we believe that the time is
now at hand for adhoro' gh assessment and redesign of a licensing process' , . ' 'u

; that has not been substantially changed for more than 20 years."
~

! Since it was formed in March 1980, the Nuclear Safety Oversight Commit-
tec-chaired by Arizona Gov. Bruce Babbitt-has dispatched severalletters

^ to the White House, urging reconsideration of a number of nuclear safety
issues (such as radioiodine release from a damaged core. Three Miie Island
clean-up, and manpower training requirements). So far, none of the letters .

has elicited any formal response, either from this Administration or the last..
And, although formation of the oversight committee ranked number two

on the Xemeny Commission's list of recommendations, the White House ap-
parently does not plan to extend the committee's charter beyond its
September 30 expiration. This does not sit well with committee member John
Deutch, chemistry professor at the Massachusetts Jnstitute of Technology :

I and Undersecretary of Energy duging the Carter Administration. Reagan ,'

"would be well advised to keep the committee. He very badly needs a group ;

to report to him on the pace of regulatory reform in the nuclear area," -

'

Deutch said. "There is no evidence that nuclear regulation is getting any bet- -

ter," said the former EnercqUndersecrGm.
___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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